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ABSTRACT  

 

FACULTY OF LAW, ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES/TEXTILE CONSERVATION CENTRE 

 

STUFF HAPPENS: A MATERIAL CULTURE APPROACH TO TEXTILE 

CONSERVATION 

By Dinah Eastop 

 

Textile conservation, defined here as the preservation, investigation and 

presentation of textiles, is often viewed largely as a technical and 

aesthetic problem. This research develops an alternative view by 

understanding objects as being subject to both material and social 

change.  The dynamic aspects of this material and social process is 

emphasised as ‘stuff happens’. This research proposes, and provides 

evidence for, a material culture approach to textile conservation, and 

demonstrates its development and application. An analysis of case studies 

shows how the material and the social interact at the point of assessment 

and intervention. Examination of the material aspects of textile 

conservation reveals that social values influence decision-making. Values 

held at the time of conservation are shown to depend on the categories 

used. Investigation of these categories demonstrates that any anomalous 

quality of the textile undergoing conservation allows for contestation of 

social values. As values change over time, analysis of each conservation 

assessment and intervention reveals a comparison of values held at 

different times viewed retrospectively. The resulting approach is centred 

on the interaction between things, persons and language where each 

mediates relations of the others. It is argued that this material culture 

approach enhances understanding of the dynamic material and social 

environment of textile conservation principles and practices. 
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Introductory essay 

A material culture approach to textile conservation  

   

How can concepts derived from material culture studies inform and facilitate 

textile conservation?  This essay introduces and analyses the development 

of an approach to textile conservation based on concepts derived from 

material culture studies and the author’s extensive experience of textile 

conservation (1976 to date).  

 

This essay focuses on the author’s use of the term ‘material culture’ and 

explains how this particular approach was developed as a research tool. It 

provides a context for the submitted publications, which demonstrate the 

development and application of this material culture approach. Where these 

papers are cited in the essay, they are followed by the submission number 

in parentheses, e.g. (Submission 1). 

 

The first part of this essay defines key terms and compares the author’s 

approach to material culture with other approaches. Issues that emerge 

from analysis of a case study presented in the second part are analysed in 

the third. Implications for textile conservation are considered in the fourth 

part.  

 

Textile conservation is hard to define as both conservation and textiles are 

slippery terms that resist precise definition. The Latin root textere (to  
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weave) would seem to restrict textiles to woven structures. This literal 

definition would omit other non-woven fibrous constructions such as felts 

and single thread techniques like knitting, crochet and sprang (Collingwood 

1997; Emery 1966; Seiler-Baldinger 1994). Textile conservators are usually 

consulted about a range of cloth-like materials, woven and non-woven, and 

artefacts made with cloth, notably items of dress and furnishing. It is 

important to recognise that many non-textile materials are integral to these 

‘textiles’. Such non-textile materials take many forms, including shell 

buttons, gelatine sequins, metal-wrapped threads, metal fastenings 

(buttons, hooks and zippers) and plastic fastenings and paddings. The latter 

may be unexpected but it is important to recognise that the remit of textile 

conservation extends from ancient to contemporary materials, e.g. costume 

accessories made from early plastics (Matsumura, Eastop and Gill 2002), 

garments made with polyurethane foam interlinings (Lovett and Eastop 

2004) and with non-woven interfacings made of heat-bonded synthetic 

fibres (Eastop and Morris 2010: Submission 18). The aim of this brief 

exploration of cloth is to draw attention to the range of materials and forms 

encompassed by the category ‘textile’. 

 

The term conservation is similarly hard to define, with definitions varying 

over time and between institutions and professional groups (Clavir 2002; 

Pye 2001; Viñas 2002, 2005). The history of textile conservation has not 

been written but there is growing historiography with pioneering work 

represented in the texts selected for the Getty Readings in Textile 

Conservation (Brooks and Eastop, submitted for 2010). The centuries-long 

tradition of caring for the highly valued textile collections of church and  
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state in Europe provides the background for the profession of textile  

conservation, which often traces its more recent origins to the Delft meeting 

of IIC in 1964 (Eastop 2006; Submission 17). Based on her experience of 

textile conservation over more than thirty years, this author has defined 

conservation as processes of preservation, investigation and interpretation 

(Eastop and Gill 2001).  

 

Textile conservation is a practical as well as an intellectual activity. 

Interventions reflect the experience of individual practitioners, and others, 

such as curators, architects and historians. The active and never neutral role 

of the writer is recognised in anthropology, with the result that self-reflexive 

writing has been encouraged (notably by Clifford and Marcus 1986). For this 

reason I have decided to use the first person in this essay because I want to 

draw attention to my position in the power nexus of conservation and to 

emphasise the social and subjective aspect of report-writing. Such self-

reflexive writing is in marked contrast to most conservation reports which 

are characterised by an objective writing style, such as ‘it was decided 

that…’ or ‘the object was surface-cleaned’. A recent breach of this 

convention in textile conservation is discussed in Eastop and Morris 

(accepted for 2010: Submission 18). 
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1. Material culture 

 

‘Material culture’ is a term of long and varied usage which has become 

theorised in the last few decades (Miller and Tilley 1996). There is no 

accepted, standard definition of ‘material culture’ but the term seems 

always to have referred to objects and sites. The study, collecting and 

classifying of things have played a very important role in the development 

of several disciplines, especially archaeology (Shanks and Tilley 1987; Pye 

2001: 11-13; Gamble 2001: 99-121) and anthropology. Notable examples 

of the latter include the colonial era collecting of Haddon and Rivers, made 

famous by the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition of 1898 (Haddon 1890; 

Kuper 1983; Herle and Rouse 1998) and Haddon’s  earlier expedition of 

1888 (Moore 1984) when he collected the string figures discussed in 

Submission 11 (see also Eastop 2007c). The initial focus on collecting ‘the 

other’ (Stocking 1985) was part of the colonising process. The move from 

collecting objects as material evidence of ‘the other‘ to assembling and 

collating written records (ethnographic data), led to a move away from the 

material to the cultural in anthropology, with a focus on written accounts. 

More recently, as noted above in my use of the first person in this essay, 

the self reflexive dimension of the writing process has become a focus of 

attention, notably via Writing Culture: The Poetics and Politics of 

Ethnography (Clifford and Marcus 1986).  

 

There has been a resurgence of interest in the study of ‘material culture’, 

e.g. in sociology (e.g. Dant 1999), design history (notably Attfield 2000),  
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and most recently in the discipline of history.  Manifestations within history  

include History and Material Culture (Harvey 2009) and Everyday Objects: 

Medieval and Early Modern Material Culture (Richardson and Hamling, in 

press for 2009). These studies stress the value of objects as previously 

neglected primary sources to complement written sources for history-writing. 

The term is used so that material culture and thing appear synonymous. 

The former book is designed to encourage analysis of “a specific object or 

type of object” (Harvey 2009: 13). This approach to the study of ‘material 

culture’ is significantly different from that current in social anthropology, 

notably at the Department of Anthropology, UCL, where the focus is on the 

relationship between people and things (Miller and Tilley 1996; see also 

Buchli 2002: 1-22). The Department supports MA studies in material culture  

and was instrumental in setting up and running the Journal of Material 

Culture (first issued in 1996). The inaugural editorial of this journal, itself a 

manifestation of the new interest, states that “the study of material culture 

may be most broadly defined as the investigation of the relationship 

between people and things irrespective of time and space” (Miller and Tilley 

1996: 5). 

 

The definition of ‘material culture’ proposed in this essay is broader than 

those used within either history or anthropology because they were not 

helpful for analysing the principles and practices of textile conservation. The 

term ‘material culture’, used within current historical studies as a new term 

for things, has tended to neglect relational issues, namely the importance of 

relationships between people and things, although there are some notable 

exceptions (e.g. Ulrich 2001; Lemire 2009). The relational definition  
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adopted within social anthropology, that a material culture approach seeks 

to understand the relationships between people and things irrespective of 

time and space, is more helpful. However, it lacks the explicit interactivity 

which my definition provides.  

 

The work of social anthropologists, notably Alfred Gell, Janet Hoskins, Daniel 

Miller and Christopher Tilley, has been very important in developing the 

approach proposed below. Gell’s analysis of the agency attributed to some 

artefacts has been influential (Gell 1998), as has Hoskins’ observations that 

talking to people about objects and seeing what they do with them can be 

more illuminating than direct questions about people’s feelings or beliefs 

(Hoskins 1998).  Tilley’s notion of significant objects being understood as 

material metaphors, i.e. embodying a whole series of ideas that can be 

experienced while being ‘taken for granted’ in the sense of not being spoken 

about, has also been important (Tilley 1998). The model proposed in this 

essay is consistent with that of social anthropology, that a material culture 

approach seeks to understand the relationships between persons and things 

in the past and in the present, in urban and industrialized or in small-scale 

societies across the globe (Tilley et al. 2006). Thus, my observations about 

the interaction between the material and the social are not radical, but what 

is different is the importance attributed to language in the model proposed 

here.  

The material culture framework presented below developed from my 

analysis of the practice of textile conservation.  The resulting definition is 

that material culture is the relationship between things 

(objects/artefacts/sites), persons and language, where each aspect 
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mediates the relations between the others.  This is represented in Figure 1 

below. This framework may seem quite simple but it has complex 

ramifications, which will be considered later when its development and use 

are explored. 
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Person 

(subject) 

Δ 
Thing    Language 

(object)    (metaphor) 

 

Figure 1: Diagram representing the author’s view of ‘material culture’ as 

the inter-relationship between persons, things and language  
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2. Case-study 

 

I trace the origins of my interest in material culture studies to pattern-dyed 

cloths made by the Iban of Borneo and now in the collections of the British 

Museum (BM). These textiles inspired an interest in Iban textiles and 

provided the starting point for my MA dissertation, an exploration of 

material culture theory applied to ethnographic evidence of Iban cloth 

production and consumption (Eastop 1998). The challenges presented by 

the conservation of the collection of Iban textiles at the BM provide the core 

case study for this essay and will be referred to throughout.  

The textiles were acquired by the BM in 1905 from Dr Charles Hose, a 

colonial officer working in Borneo, who supplied artefacts and information 

for collectors. The collection is known as the Hose Collection. Dr Hose was 

visited by Dr A.C. Haddon in December on Haddon’s return voyage to the 

UK after the Torres Strait expedition of 1898, which is seen as initiating 

British anthropology. Haddon, who became the first professor of 

anthropology, set up a collection in Cambridge of Iban textiles, a resource I 

went on the study. Charles Hose supplied Haddon with many of these 

textiles (Haddon and Start [1936]1982: ix; Hose 1901a, b, c; 1902).  

Haddon was interested in ‘primitive’ art and published Evolution in Art in 

1895 and later an analysis of Iban cloth designs (Haddon and Start 1936 

[1986]) which he interpreted as examples of stylized designs being 

‘degenerate’ forms derived from realistic representations (Gavin 2003:198). 

Following the conventions of conservation practice, a brief description of one 

of the cloths and the presenting conservation problem are given below.  



2.1 Object record  

The cloth was made as a ‘skirt’ (known by the Iban as a kain). It consists of 

a single length of woven fabric, measuring approximately 450mm (selvedge 

to selvedge) and 1.5m long; the short, cut ends would have been sewn 

together to form a tubular garment. (Figure 2) The cloth was woven with 

cotton warps and wefts, with the warps closely spaced to produce a warp-

faced, ribbed weave. The cloth has a complex pattern of densely packed and 

interlocking deep red/brown motifs on a dark brown ground. The pattern is 

achieved before weaving by dyeing the warps using a ‘tie and dye’ 

technique involving a succession of carefully planned tying and dyeing. The 

wefts are dyed a uniform deep red/brown colour and are largely obscured in 

the woven cloth by the more tightly spaced warps. The plain red and yellow 

stripes at the long edges (which would be at the waist and hem when the 

skirt was worn) are of a machine-spun cotton yarn (imported into Borneo) 

while the majority of the warps and all the wefts are of hand-spun, locally 

produced cotton yarn.  

 

Figure 2: Iban cloth with collector’s labels (TCC  0795:39; BM 

Acc. 1905-389)  
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Paper labels identify the position and local name of the patterns, and give 

an English translation of the pattern name (Figure 3). The labelling is 

believed to be the work of Charles Hose. Haddon recorded that he [Haddon] 

“collected a few cloths and names, and subsequently purchased a large 

number of cloths from Dr Charles Hose, on which names had been affixed to 

their respective patterns and designs” (Haddon 1936 [1982]: ix). He 

acknowledged the work of Dr Hose in making the English translations of the 

Iban pattern names (Haddon 1936 [1982]: xvi). Haddon also noted that the 

collection purchased by the British Museum from Dr. Hose had 

comparatively few named patterns (Haddon 1936 [1982]: ix). These 

labelled cloths are therefore of particular interest at the BM because of the 

labels as evidence of British colonial-era collecting practice in Sarawak, 

Borneo. 

 

 

Figure 3: Detail of an Iban cloth, showing the collector’s labels with 

pattern names pinned to the cloth  
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2.2 Presenting problem 

In 1984 the Textile Conservation Centre was commissioned to undertake 

the conservation of textiles from the ‘Hose Collection’ at the British Museum 

(TCC 1984). From a conservation perspective, the labels were a problem 

due to their materials and methods of attachment.  The paper ‘labels’ were 

small scraps of paper, which had become acidic. This made them vulnerable 

to damage and loss, and also posed risks to the cotton fabric of the skirt, as 

acids accelerate the ageing of cellulosic materials via acid hydrolysis (Tímar-

Balázsy and Eastop 1998: 36). The use of pins and slivers of wood to secure 

the labels had resulted in holes and also some tension and creasing in the 

cloth. From the curator’s perspective the labels were of great significance, 

being primary evidence of the collector’s work. The conservation challenge 

was to find a way of preserving both the cloth and the collector’s 

handwritten labels (and where they had been located), without the labels 

damaging the cloth. 

The fact that the conservation of the Iban textile collection had been 

commissioned as a student project (as part of the British Museum’s support 

for the education of textile conservators at the Textile Conservation Centre) 

meant it was particularly important to explore and articulate explicitly the 

dilemmas inherent in this apparently simple conservation brief. As 

conservators we were asked to preserve the Iban-made cloth and also the 

collector’s labels pinned to the cloth. This started me thinking about the 

relationship between the cloth, the people involved and the significance 

attributed to the cloth, and the influence that each had on the other.  Three 

points in the ‘object’s life’ (Kopytoff 1986; Eastop 2003) were identified as  
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being particularly significant: production, collection and conservation. Each 

point is analysed below, following the author’s material culture framework 

as represented in Figure 1 above. 
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2.3 Production 

Secondary sources (e.g. Hose and McDougall 1912; Howell 1912; Gavin 

1991, 1996, 2003) provide accounts of Iban culture of the late nineteenth 

century. Certain pattern-dyed cloths with a deep red colour were highly 

valued by the Iban as protective agents (in the manner analysed by Gell 

1998), and were often inherited as heirlooms. Women with the ritual 

knowledge and practical skill necessary for deep red dyeing were accorded 

the highest status in Iban society because red-dyeing was considered a 

dangerous activity.  At the stage of production, the cloth can be understood 

to mediate relations between the dyer’s ancestors, believed by the Iban to 

be ever present if invisible in a parallel world. Iban are reported to have said 

that the design for such cloths came to the dyer in a dream, which was the 

outcome of their ancestors’ intervention (Howell 1912; Gavin 1991, 1996). 

Beliefs (expressed in language and in the rituals of protection required for 

red-dyeing) thereby mediated the relations between the Iban women who 

made the cloth and past family members who inspired the design, and the 

family members who used the cloth. In this way language can be 

understood as a mediating force. Iban people mediated the relations 

between the cloth and their beliefs, e.g. in the ritual actions associated with 

its production and use.  
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Person 

Iban dyer and her ancestors and successors 

Δ 
Thing       Language 

Pattern-dyed cloth,   Beliefs about ancestors,  

raw materials            dyeing and prestige 

(fibres, dyes, finishes) 

 

Figure 4: Diagram representing the relationship between the cloth, its 

maker/s and the beliefs of its maker/s at the time of its production  
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2.4 Collection 

At the time of collection as an ethnographic specimen, to support 

ethnological studies, the cloth mediated another set of relationships. As 

shown in Figure 5 below, the cloth mediated relations between the collector 

(in the person of Charles Hose and scholars at the BM) and their beliefs 

about ‘evolution in design’ and the importance and urgency of ‘salvage 

ethnology’, i.e. documenting and collecting material from ‘primitive 

societies’ before their ways of life were affected by contact with the 

‘modernising‘ forces of capitalism and Christianity (e.g. Haddon 1903). 

These beliefs mediated the relations between the Iban and the collectors, 

and between the collectors themselves. The collectors believed they had 

acquired some useful material evidence. People can be understood to 

mediate the relations between the cloth and language, e.g. Hose’s 

knowledge of Sarawak and interest in salvage ethnology, led to the 

collection of the cloth. There are records of the collectors’ views and the 

views of curatorial and conservation staff members at the British Museum, 

but the views of the Iban, both of the past and in the present, are not 

recorded. In a fictionalised account, based on many years as a collector and 

curator of Asian textiles, Kahlenberg (1986) explains the sale of an heirloom 

textile for monetary gain at a time of pressing need brought on by colonial-

era exploitation of Borneo; an analysis of this paper features in my paper on 

competing histories (Eastop 2000, Submission 7). 
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Person 

Iban person who owned/sold the cloth 

Hose, who collected and labelled the cloths 

Staff at the BM who purchased the Iban cloths  

Δ 
 Thing      ` Language 

Pattern-dyed cloth, with    Cloth viewed as a resource 

labels marking the                                Beliefs about salvage ethnology 

cloth’s patterns  Beliefs about ‘evolution in design’ 
manifested by pattern names pinned to the 
cloth   

 

Figure 5: Diagram representing the relationship between the cloth, its 

owner/s and the beliefs about it at the time of its collection 
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2.5 Conservation 

At the time the cloth was brought from the British Museum to the Textile 

Conservation Centre for conservation treatment in 1985, the cloth mediated 

relations between curators and conservators and their professional 

knowledge, Figure 6. The curator’s concern for the preservation of the cloth 

and the labels (and the information about their content and location) had to 

be reconciled with the effect of the labels damaging the cloth.  The 

professionals mediated relations between the cloth and their expertise, 

expressed in briefings about the significance of the labels and the need for a 

consistent approach to treating the cloth as one item in a large collection. 

The conservation brief was to take measures that would preserve both the 

cloth itself (as evidence of Iban culture of the 19th century) and also the 

collector’s labels (as evidence of the colonial-era culture of collecting and 

categorising). The method of the labels’ attachment was recognised by both 

curatorial and conservation staff as damaging to the material properties of 

the cloth. In order to reconcile the need to preserve both the cloth and the 

labels, the decision was made to remove the metal and wooden pins and to 

reattach the labels using stitching in fine thread. The pins were retained, 

labelled and returned to the BM in specimen bags.  A new BM label was also 

stitched to the cloth.  By the time the cloth was returned to the BM, its 

material form had changed, to encompass the additional label, the removal 

of the pins and the collector’s labels secured in a new way. 
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Person 

Conservator 

Curator 

 

Δ 
Thing       Language 

Pattern-dyed cloth and     Briefing about significance of the 
collector’s labels attached in   cloth and labels   

safer way        

New BM label, also attached Briefing about need for consistency of 
treatment of whole collection 

 Shared understanding of the 
damaging effect of the acidic paper 
and the pins securing the paper 
labels 

 

Figure 6: Diagram representing the relationship between the cloth, its 

owner and the beliefs about it at the time of its conservation in 1985  
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3. Language, Time and Materiality  

 

Several issues emerge from analysis of the case-study and they are 

examined below.  

 

3.1 Importance of language  

My definition of ‘material culture’ is concerned with things and how they 

come to matter and, as noted above, is informed by recent thinking in social 

anthropology. The English word ‘matter’ encompasses two important 

meanings, which are both fundamental to conservation practice (Eastop 

2007b, Submission 16). As a noun, the word ‘matter’ refers to forms of 

materiality, as in the three states of matter (solid, liquid and gas). Used as 

a verb (‘to matter’) it refers to importance or significance. This essay argues 

that understanding these two linked but distinct views of matter (stuff and 

significance) is essential for analysing conservation practice. This is because 

the ageing of artefacts held in museums (and other collections) means that 

the dynamic relationship between both forms of mattering is presented as a 

‘conservation problem’, e.g. this textile is considered too weak or disfigured 

to put on display in its current form (Eastop and Brooks 1999, Submission 

2; Eastop and Morris, Submitted for 2010, Submission 18).  

 

In the case of the Iban cloth introduced above, the conservation problem  

was to conserve evidence of both its production and its collection. Ageing  
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processes, views about the changes resulting from ageing, and the relative 

significance attributed to them, have a direct effect on conservation 

interventions. The latter both respond to and manifest the dynamic  

relationship between the two forms of mattering: the matter itself and the 

significance attributed to it. Understanding material culture as the 

relationship between things (e.g. the labelled Iban cloth), persons (e.g. who 

decides what is collected, preserved and presented in museums) and 

language (e.g. the rationale for any conservation interventions) is helpful for 

textile conservation because it fosters consideration of both the material 

properties and the symbolic attributes of things and the dynamic inter-

relationship of materiality and mattering.  The social power of language is 

recognised in this interaction between things and people; language is taken 

as a force within and between this dynamic. This links with the power of 

metaphor, which has been shown to depend on core analogies often based 

on bodily experience. This helps to explain the power of significant objects, 

which may be experienced by their users as material metaphors (Tilley 1998; 

Eastop 2006, Submission 14).  

 

One of the problems encountered when referring to the importance of 

language in material culture studies is that one needs language to do so: 

the definition proposed here acknowledges the role of language and then 

uses language to show how the approach works. The recursive interactivity 

between language and the experience that language refers to (for example, 

contact with things) is unavoidable. It is for example, no coincidence that 

the word matter is used for both material form and social significance. Each 

will be rooted in a common foundational metaphor where matter is literally,  
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as well as metaphorically, important. Metaphor transfers meaning from one  

domain to another, e.g. from the body to the outside world or from 

buildings to another domain. Lakoff (1987) has demonstrated the material 

basis for core metaphors and thereby the interaction between meaning and  

matter in the development of language.  

 

Little attention has been paid to the role of language in heritage 

conservation. The notable exception is Drysdale’s application of critical 

linguistic analysis to three conservation papers (1999). Another example is 

an analysis of assumptions embedded in two key terms used in conservation 

(Viñas 2005: 92). Analysis of textile conservation practice and its principles 

demonstrates the interaction of people, objects and language. This is 

illustrated in my recent analyses of history-making (Eastop 2009, in press) 

and of conservation principles; the latter are shown to be based on building-

based metaphors (Eastop 2009a; Submission 15).  

 

These analyses provide evidence to support the definition proposed here 

that material culture is the relationship between persons, objects and 

language.  The resulting tautology (using language to explain an approach 

dependant on language) is recognised as inevitable and arises from the 

proposition that language is central to this view of material culture but 

language has to be used to make the case. Such tautology is a recognised 

feature of ideology (Eagleton 1991), understood as the ‘taken for granted’ 

assumptions which re-enforce the power structure supporting the ideology 

(Althusser 1970). The power to ascribe significance to a textile brought for  
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conservation is demonstrated in the social use of language, e.g. by the 

persons who prepare the briefing documents for conservation interventions, 

or by the value judgements embedded in the language of conservation 

noted above. 

 

3.2 Time 

 

For textile conservation, time or its punctuation is an essential feature but 

time is not included in the proposed definition of material culture. This is not 

to underestimate the importance of the temporal dimension but rather to 

highlight the importance of timing. Textile conservation involves a series of 

deliberate actions (interventions) taken for stated reasons within a specific 

context, where particular relations of power obtain, occurring at a particular 

point in time. Addressing the ‘why now?’ question is required to understand 

the forces or context of the textile conservation decisions and interventions 

(see, for example, Eastop and Morris, submitted for 2010; Submission 

18).  

The definition could be reworded as: material culture is the relationship over 

time between things (objects/artefacts/sites), persons and language, where 

each aspect mediates the relations between the others. Although this is a 

workable definition in many contexts, time is deliberately omitted from the 

definition proposed here because inclusion in the definition implies 

continuities in interaction over time. Excluding time from the definition, i.e. 

making timing an external factor, stresses the discontinuities. While textile 

conservators may seek continuity in the sense of the object’s material 

being, they do so by making decisions at points of time. I refer to these  
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points in time as ‘punctuations’, a term used by Bateson (1972) to note 

change in patterns of interpersonal interaction, and by Said (2006) when 

analysing social and political change. Bateson uses the textual metaphor of 

grammar, while Said uses a numerical one of musical themes and 

variations. Making timing an external factor focuses on the specific 

interactions at times of decision-making and intervention, thus helping to 

reveal the mechanisms of power to influence decisions.   

For example, in the case of the Iban cloth, the curator and senior 

conservator at the British Museum asked conservators in 1984 to preserve 

two stages in the object’s ‘life’: the cloth as a generic product of Iban dyeing 

and weaving of the later nineteenth century, and as a specific product of 

Victorian collecting of circa 1900. This led to consideration of the range of 

meanings attributed to the same object at a particular time, and the way 

the roles attributed to artefacts can change over time (see also Eastop 

1998a, Submission 6; Eastop 2000, Submission 7). In the case of the 

Iban cloth, at the time of the conservation intervention, the textile was 

attributed a dual role: to represent Iban culture as well as the colonial 

culture of collecting.  The lack of detailed records of the briefing process and 

the complexity of past and current power relations (of which I am part) 

makes it difficult to analyse the power nexus of the decision-making 

process. 

The continuity of time is incorporated into other definitions of material 

culture (e.g. Miller and Tilley 1996, referred to above). One approach, which 

focuses on the contiguity of timings, is the ‘life cycle’ approach (Kopytoff 

1986). Various stages of an object’s production, circulation, use and 

disposal are analysed, revealing their social life (Appadurai 1986; see also  
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Gosden and Marshall 1999; Eastop 2003). This leads to analysis of the 

materials, technology and circumstances of an object’s making (production), 

its circulation and use (the latter usually referred to as ‘consumption’ in 

recent material culture studies) and its disposal.  Measures taken to ensure 

the preservation of an object may be viewed as a stage of production (in the  

sense of re/presenting an object in a different way, see Hansen 2000, and 

also Eastop 1998a, Submission 6), consumption (using the object is a new 

way) or as a form of disposal (if the analyst views museums as places of 

disposal rather than of production or consumption.) (Eastop 2007b, 

Submisison 16).  

Rather than focusing on what was the actual production, circulation, use and 

disposal of the object the definition of material culture I propose here 

focuses on what is believed to be the case at one particular point of time, 

the punctuation point of the conservation decision-making and intervention 

(i.e. what is believed to be the stage at the time of the conservation 

briefing). The proposed view of material culture necessitates a theory of 

time, which recognises that views (of objects) change over time (Eastop 

2000, Submission 7). The latter may be characterised as a retrospective 

view of time, in contrast to a contemporaneous view of time. The latter may 

be viewed as continuous forward or linear, but the former looks back in time 

at each punctuation point. Past punctuation points are re-interpreted at the 

next. In the case of the Iban cloth, the punctuation point of labelling was 

considered significant, and so the conservation intervention was designed to 

preserve the labels and the information they provide.  In the case of the 

conservation of William Burges’ mermaid chair (Doyal and Eastop 2001,  
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Submission 8), the conservation intervention sought to preserve evidence 

of two punctuation points: Burges’ original design for rush seating and his 

later preference for sprung upholstery.  
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3.3 Materiality 

Recent publications have stressed the importance of materiality (e.g. 

Conkey 1999; Miller 2005). Although it is hard to pin down what is meant 

by materiality, it has been characterised as the “thingness of things” (Miller 

2001: 248; see also Attfield 2000: 15). The recent interest in things and 

contact with things (e.g. Pye 2008) may be understood as a ‘corrective’ to 

refocus attention on the material attributes of things rather than their social 

use or the language about them. Viewed as a spectrum, this would have the 

isolated thing at one end, and the language and social performance of 

objects at the other. If the ‘material’ and the ‘social’ can be seen as the two 

ends of the ‘material culture’ spectrum, then materiality focuses attention 

on the material end of the spectrum. In heritage conservation, the focus has 

tended to be at the material end of this spectrum, and so this corrective is 

not required. The conservator is always faced with the material reality of the 

object s/he is asked to treat. See, for example, Tímar-Balázsy and Eastop 

1998, Submission 1; Eastop and McEwing 2004, Submission 3; and 

Lennard, Eastop et al. 2008.  

The notion of materiality suggests that the ‘objective’ object reality can be 

disconnected from any specific social organisation or activity or from the 

significance attributed to it (Henare et al. 2007). Taking the interactive view 

of material culture proposed in this essay sees materiality as a metaphor, 

where the ‘thingness of things’ is a tautology which seeks to remove the 

subjective, in contrast to the objective, itself a metaphor based on the  

object. Thus, the model proposed in this essay provides a way of defining  

materiality, as the interaction between the object as thing (a ‘neutral’ object  
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in space, unobserved and undefined), and the object as a word in social use,  

and the social activity of objectification and the social use of the object 

(making the thing an ‘object’ through definition and categorisation). Objects 

are made in the conceptual sense through processes of categorization, 

objectification and subjectification, i.e. making a distinction between objects 

and subjects, through language in a social process. The interdependence 

between culture and material is illustrated semantically with the word 

‘matter’ referring both to substance and meaning, as shown in my analysis 

of conservation principles (Eastop 2009, Submission 15).  

 

The study of anomalous objects, which question the object/subject 

boundary, is revealing; see for example, Javér, Eastop and Janssen 1999, 

Submission 9; and Eastop and Similaa, Submission 12. Such studies 

include analysis of windsurfing, where the body of the windsurfer functions 

as kind of mast in the act of windsurfing (Dant 1999). Windsurfing can only 

occur when the body and object function as one. The making of string-

figures (cat’s cradles) is another case where the object/subject boundaries 

are in flux. In the case of ‘The Bed’ (Haddon, K. 1976: 12), the fingers and 

string together constitute the bed, with for example, the legs of the bed 

formed by the player’s thumbs and two fingers (Eastop 2007c, Submission 

11). In this case, as with windsurfing, parts of the body perform as objects. 

In the case of the Iban cloth, preservation of the labels ensures it can 

represent the collector, a process of subjectification, while simultaneously 

standing for the Iban via a process of objectification.   

The definition of material culture proposed in this essay (the inter-

relationship between persons, things and language) incorporates 
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‘materiality’, in a number of interlinked ways: the bio-chemical state of the 

object as understood by the conservator, and evaluated by the 

curator/custodian, interacts with the phenomenology of the person’s 

physical interaction with the object, and is understood within the cultural 

meaning attributed to the object and interaction through language. As my 

essay has sought to demonstrate, in conservation, it is particularly unhelpful 

to distinguish the material from the cultural in ‘material culture’ (Eastop 

2006a).  
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4. Applications of the proposed material culture approach to textile 

conservation 

 

My argument is premised on the assumption that conservation is a response 

to demands to address change. These are material, environmental and 

social changes – changes which interact in complex ways. The complexities 

of material and social interaction are made apparent during textile 

conservation decision-making and interventions. My argument is that 

understanding textile conservation as material culture, as defined in this 

essay, facilitates the conservation of textiles as it encourages consideration 

of both the changing material properties of the textiles and their changing 

social and symbolic attributes (Clavir 1994, 2002), and the interaction of 

the two. This material culture approach helps to tease out the complexities 

of the material and social interactions; it creates a space for understanding 

the processes involved and seeing them more clearly, as shown below. 
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4.1 Conservation viewed as a practice open to analysis  

 

This material culture approach helps those involved in conservation to 

understand the forces or factors acting on them and provides a logic for 

their responses. It also helps to clarify the practical and ethical dilemmas of 

conserving textiles (e.g. Eastop and Brooks 1996, Reading 4; Eastop 

2007b, Submission 16) by making it clear that it is a process open to 

analysis and by providing a framework for that analysis. It also allows for 

recognition that there may be multiple and competing viewpoints of the 

different people involved (e.g. Eastop 2000, Submission 7). An increased 

awareness of this sort fosters greater discussion of options amongst a wider 

group of ‘stake-holders’ (Pye and Sully 2007) and consideration of a wider 

range of options, e.g. as discussed in the analysis of the recent conservation 

of a Maori-made eel trap and an Indonesian gamelan (Eastop 2009, 

Submission 15).  
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4.2 Conservation viewed as emergent rather than reductive 

 

The central proposition is that understanding conservation as ‘material 

culture’ enhances conservation practice because it views textile conservation 

as processual and so encourages questioning of the process, e.g. why has 

this particular object been selected for conservation? Why has it been 

selected for treatment at this particular time? Why are these particular 

people involved? Why have certain decisions and interventions being 

considered and not others? The focus of such questions is on the process, 

unpicking the relationship between people, objects and language.  The 

processual view allows once dominant concepts, such as conservation being 

“the means by which the true nature of an object is preserved” (UKIC 1990: 

8) to be questioned. The concept of ‘true nature’ is based on beliefs about 

an object’s intrinsic qualities which were central to conservation 

perspectives of the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s (UKIC 1990: 8). It is now 

possible to see such concepts as subjective and emergent rather than 

authoritative and fixed (Eastop 1998a, Submission 6; Viñas 2005: 92).   
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4.3 Power viewed as a process  

 

A material culture approach allows textile conservation to be understood as 

a social process, during which power is exerted and meaning is negotiated. 

This approach can help practitioners to recognise how different people, 

including conservators themselves, understand the social significance of the 

object at any one time. In contrast to this, the practice of conservation is 

understood, at the time of the intervention, as appropriate. Two sets of 

beliefs about conservation are evident here: one associated primarily with 

the practice of conservation and the other with the ideology of conservation. 

A material culture approach facilitates clarification of these two inter-

dependent viewpoints. This interaction can be put into a temporal frame, 

which recognises a succession of interactions, viewed as punctuations (see 

Eastop 2009b). Periods of ideological debate and uncertainty alternate with 

periods of established conservation practice and certainty. During periods of 

debate, power is likely to be contested, while during periods of certainty 

power relations remain relatively fixed (Eastop 2009, Submission 15). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Conservation viewed as ‘shared care’ 
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The model of material culture introduced in this essay fosters a ‘shared care’ 

model of conservation practice by encouraging debate about the beliefs of 

the participants and by examining their relations with practice. In the case 

of the Deliberately Concealed Garments Project (Eastop 2001; Eastop and 

Dew 2003) the conservation of finds was shown to be the outcome of an 

extensive and inter-linked range of interests, encompassing the building  

trade, the heritage sector and the media, see Eastop and Dew 2006, 

Submission 10; Eastop 2007, Submission 16.  A material culture 

approach can encourage community engagement and community-decision-

making. Notable examples include the care of ecclesiastical textiles in 

Ankober, Ethiopia (Deisser and Eastop 2008) and in Mexico (Magar 2005); 

the care of Hinemihi, the only Māori meeting house in the UK (Sully 2007); 

and, the conservation and restoration of a sculpture of King Kamehameha I 

of Hawai’I (Wharton 2008). In the case of the church vestments, local 

communities sought and welcomed the advice of conservators, but retained 

responsibility for their collections and undertook the implementation of the 

conservation measures. 

 

Analysing textile conservation as the relationship between things (e.g. the 

Iban cloth or a garment found hidden within a building), persons (e.g. a 

museum curator or builder uncovering a cache of garments in a roof) and 

language (e.g. a curator’s expertise or a householder’s beliefs about the 

protective function of caches), where each mediates the relations between 

the others, helps heritage professionals to see that they are not the sole  

 

custodians of cultural heritage. It also demonstrates that they do not have  
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the sole authority to determine what should be preserved and how. It seems 

likely that explicit methodologies and mechanisms of significance 

assessment, now accepted practice in the management of sites (e.g. the 

Burra Charter: Marquis-Kyle and Walker 1992), will form an increasingly 

important part of textile conservation practice and ideology. The new 

terminology accepted by ICOM’s international Conservation Committee 

refers to significance. It defines conservation as “all measures and actions 

aimed at safeguarding tangible cultural heritage while ensuring its 

accessibility to  

present and future generations. Conservation embraces preventive 

conservation, remedial conservation and restoration. All measures and 

actions should respect the significance and the physical properties of the 

cultural heritage item” (de Guichon 2008). 
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4.5 Material culture as a framework for multiple beliefs and competing 

ideologies 

 

This material culture view of conservation allows the largely unquestioned, 

fixed ideology of professional authority to be questioned and allows for 

different ideologies to be acknowledged and taken into account. Examples 

include the modification of conservation interventions to meet the needs of 

specific user groups, e.g. musicians wanting to play a museum-owned 

gamelan (Eastop 2009a, Submission 15) or to meet the requirements of 

source communities (Smith and Winkelbauer 2006; Sully 2007). It also 

allows changes of view to be understood, e.g. the recent conservation of the 

Berlin Aleppo Room compared to earlier conservation interventions (Eastop 

2009a, Submission 15). It also allows professional ‘principles’ to be 

recognised as socially determined (op cit.) and to be understood as the 

outcome of, as well as the precedent for, conservation interventions (Eastop, 

forthcoming 2010). It also allows the political dimension of conservation to 

be acknowledged (Eastop 2002). 
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4.6 ‘Model for’ rather than ‘model of’ conservation 

 

The approach or analytical framework proposed here aims to be useful, i.e. 

to be good to think with. IKEA instructions are useful for assembling flat-

pack furniture; the instructions and diagrams may serve as a useful model 

for assembling the furniture. However, the instructions may not constitute a 

model of the furniture itself. In describing what happens in and around a 

cockfight in Bali in 1958, the anthropologist Clifford Geertz differentiated a 

‘model of’ the cockfight, i.e. what happens, from a ‘model for’ the cockfight, 

i.e. a model of what participants use to put a cockfight into practice. 

Following on from this paper, “Deep play: notes on the Balinese cockfight” 

(Geertz 1972, 1973), a debate has ensued about the relations between the 

‘model of’ or a description of a social activity and a ‘model ‘for’ or a 

normative understanding for instituting the set of related social activities.  

While each participant may articulate the ‘model for’ their particular set of 

understandings, the ‘model of’ the overall social activity is much harder to 

define beforehand. The framework I present here is intended as a ‘model 

for’ textile conservation, for use by practitioners. It should not to be 

mistaken as a ‘model of’ conservation, i.e. it is not an accurate framework 

for describing what practitioners do.  
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Conclusion 

 

The argument presented in this essay draws on the social and physical 

sciences and on linguistics to propose a material culture approach for use in 

conservation. This approach, developed from an analysis of textile 

conservation, proposes that material culture is the interaction between 

people, objects and language, where each mediates the relations between 

the others. This interaction is played out in both the principles and practice 

of textile conservation. The importance attributed to language in this view of 

material culture, as the mediator between people and objects, in the sense 

that people’s views of objects are expressed in language, is significant. Time 

is seen as external, each punctuation point being an opportunity to re-

evaluate past punctuations. The model offers a processual view of 

conservation, where both the form and the significance of conserved textiles 

is shown to be emergent rather than fixed; in this sense ‘stuff happens’. 

This reference to Rumsfeld’s response to the looting of cultural heritage in 

Baghdad after the invasion of 2003 also serves to highlight the often hidden 

power relations inherent in conservation. This proposed approach can reveal 

taken-for-granted assumptions in conservation by particularising the social 

context and its political realities.   
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Submitted publications:  A synopsis  

 

The submitted publications have been selected to form a narrative 

of the development of this material culture approach.  

 

Conservation practice is a response to both material and 

environmental changes. Throughout the development of this 

material culture approach, the material properties of textiles remain 

central. The first group of publications, II Materials, follows through 

from the chemical properties of textiles and their soiling to 

conservation interventions based on these chemical principles and 

begins to question when and when not to intervene.   

 

The next set of publications, III Values, examines the grounds for 

such decisions. Different participants are found to attribute different 

moral values to the object and its soiling. These views, once 

articulated, are open to analysis. As the values attributed to objects 

vary or change over time, approaches are needed to understand the 

dynamics of the resulting physical and social changes.  

 

The publications in the next section, IV Time, look at how values 

change over time and from different viewpoints, and end by 

discussing the practical implications for textile conservation.  
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Conflicting views come to the fore when examining anomalous 

objects, objects which do not easily fit into available categories. 

Section V, Categories, examines a series of anomalous objects: 

garments found deliberately concealed within buildings, string 

figures and an object bought in a market. A sprang cap preserved 

on a human head and toys seen in a cartoon film are other 

examples of anomalous objects discussed in this submission. 

Anomalous objects are good to think with and generate discussion 

between observers. 

 

Conservators and other professionals debate and justify their 

interventions and non-interventions, making the study of language 

important for understanding the principles and stated practice of 

preservation and conservation. The next section, VI Language, 

examines aspects of language in the generation of knowledge in 

conservation. This section shows that aspects of linguistics are 

embedded in the cultural and material dynamics of conservation.  

 

The final section, VII Material culture, returns to the thesis of the 

introductory essay. The papers examine an approach to material 

culture centred on the dynamics between material properties, the 

people involved and the language used. The aim of the proposed 

approach is to provide a framework which conservators can use to 

analyse their own work and to examine the wider context of their 

decision-making. The papers show how the approach can be applied, 
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and discusses its implications for textile conservation theory, 

practice and training. 

 

This narrative is, by necessity, retrospective. The submitted papers 

have been chosen because they provide the best fit for this 

narrative. The inevitable consequence is that there is some overlap 

in the concepts and examples in the papers selected. Other papers 

which elaborate and test out the ideas explored in the introductory 

essay are referred to and are listed in Appendix 2. Some of the 

submitted publications are co-authored; the contributions of co-

authors are documented in the co-author permission forms given in 

Appendix 1.  

 

Much of the original research in this submission derives from the 

Deliberately Concealed Garments Project (DCGP) which I initiated 

and continue to lead (Eastop 2001). This research project has 

enhanced the preservation and documentation of many finds, some 

of which were previously unrecorded examples of early modern 

dress. Since the project started in 1998 hundreds of otherwise 

unrecorded artefacts have been reported and documented (Eastop 

and Dew 2003).  The DCGP is a rich source of data for developing 

an approach to material culture. Four of the submitted papers (10, 

13, 14 and 16) focus on the DCGP, each developing different 

aspects. There is some repetition when introducing the DCGP and 

reporting examples of finds. The project has been welcomed as a 

valued resource by other researchers (e.g. Riello 2008; Johnson 
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2010). The website, www.concealedgarments.org , includes a 

virtual collection of finds, a mechanism to report finds and sources 

of advice. It has also proved effective in community engagement 

and will feature in the forthcoming advocacy document of the UK’s 

Institute of Conservation (Icon). 
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1. Materials    

 

The starting point is the material dimension of textile conservation. Conservators 

are faced with the challenges of material change, such as the soiling of cloth, or 

the weakening of fibres or the fading of dyes. Thus, understanding the material 

properties of textiles and dress, and the effects of environmental changes, is 

central to conservation practice and research.  

 

The first submitted publication, The wet cleaning of two nineteenth-century 

regimental colours (flags) (1), is an extract from the 443-page book Chemical 

Principles of Textile Conservation, which I co-authored with chemist Ágnes 

Tímár-Balázsy (1998). The extract serves to represent the whole book and to 

emphasise the importance of understanding the materials and technologies of 

textiles and dress. The book is considered essential reading in textile 

conservation (Stauffer 2000; Lennard and Ewer 2010) and has been reprinted 

five times (in 1999, 2002, 2004, 2005 and 2007).  

 

The aim of our book is to explain the chemical properties of textiles and related 

materials, and the chemistry of deterioration mechanisms and conservation 

interventions. My role was threefold: to identify relevant case studies; to explain 

the chemical principles demonstrated by the case studies in a way that was 

accessible to textile conservators, many of whom are arts-trained; and, to 

ensure that the explanations of material properties were complemented by 

reference to other influential factors. For example, the section on soiling starts 

by stressing that the “cleaning of historical textiles always involves some form of 

compromise; between the preservation of evidence and the enhancement of the 
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long-term preservation of the constituent materials of the textile; and, between 

effective soil removal and the damage that can be caused by a cleaning process” 

(Tímár-Balázsy and Eastop 1998:157). Wider issues of this sort were raised in 

order to emphasise the interconnections between the physical properties of 

textiles brought for conservation treatment and their social attributes. 

 

The second publication, Cleaning Excavated Textiles (2), provides an example of 

the application and dissemination of the material explored in Chemical Principles 

of Textile Conservation. This paper explains the cleaning and support of three 

archaeological textiles, focusing on the application of the chemical principles of 

cleaning by means of water, organic solvents and chemical reactions. The third 

publication, Informing textile and wildlife conservation (3), reports the 

application of new techniques of materials’ analysis to extract and characterise 

DNA fragments from baleen (‘whalebone’) used to stiffen an eighteenth-century 

garment. This DNA sequence is compared to DNA from contemporary populations 

of the North Atlantic Right Whale, allowing study of the history and current 

biodiversity of this whale population. 

 

These examples are chosen to highlight material properties of textiles and dress. 

In each example the conservation decisions are found to be based not solely on 

chemical principles but also on cultural or social beliefs. In the case of wet 

cleaning (1) the introduction to the section on the chemistry of soiling and its 

effects makes it clear that knowing the material properties and effects of soiling 

does not mean that cleaning (soil and crease removal) is necessarily desirable. 

In the second publication the choice of the method of cleaning was a balance of 

argument based on chemical principles in the context of wider social or aesthetic 
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aims. In the third paper, a social value, concern about the conservation of 

whales, was used to justify destructive sampling from an historic garment. 
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II. Values    

 

Until recently the primary attention of the textile conservation sector has been 

directed largely at the material aspects of textiles and dress. Judgements about 

the aims of conservation were often based on what the object should look like 

after treatment. These aesthetic or moral judgements were usually taken-for-

granted as the dominant source of opinion and thus were accepted without 

discussion. In the examples of the application of chemical principles in Section I 

it emerged that decisions about whether and how to intervene were based on 

wider social or cultural viewpoints. By separating out the chemical factors, other 

social and cultural factors, often taken-for-granted, became open for discussion. 

Each publication in the Section I demonstrated that cultural beliefs and physical 

properties interact and to a certain extent are mutually constitutive. This 

interdependence between cultural value and material properties is illustrated 

semantically in the word ‘matter’ referring both to substance and meaning, as 

analysed in my paper on conservation principles (15).  

 

The first paper in this section, To clean or not to clean: the value of soils and 

creases (4), examines the social grounds for cleaning or not cleaning historic 

textiles and dress. Cleaning is an irreversible process and dirt may provide 

primary historical or functional information for some users. This paper is one of 

the first publications to refer explicitly to value-based judgements in textile 

conservation. Some of these ideas were developed in the next publication, Matter 

out of place: paradigms for analyzing textile cleaning (5), explores the different 

values attributed to soiling. 
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The third publication in this section, Decision making in conservation (6), 

explores how the significance attributed to textiles and dress informs decisions 

about conservation interventions. In the cases illustrated, different significance is 

attributed to the material characteristics, soiling, creasing and later additions. In 

one case the original appearance was valued and in another the worn, soiled and 

creased state of the object was valued.  This publication was one of the first in 

textile conservation to analyse how value judgements inform decision making.  
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Abstract 

This paper aims to contribute to the discussion about cleaning historic textiles by identifying 

circumstances where certain cleaning treatments may not be appropriate because of the value of soiling, 

stains and creases. The paper is illustrated by textiles from archaeological, ethnographic and social history 

collections, where soils and creases were retained as sources of evidence of wear, use and context, or as 

sources of potential evidence. The particular importance of careful examination, consultation with 

curators and documentation when considering cleaning treatments is highlighted. 

Keywords:  Cleaning, soiling, creasing, evidence, forensics 

Introduction 

Cleaning is a widely used treatment in textile conservation, but there are circumstances 

when it may not be appropriate. Initial analysis suggests there are two circumstances when 

a decision may be made not to clean: firstly, when cleaning may damage the textile and, 

secondly, when cleaning may impair the evidential value of a historically, culturally or 

technologically significant textile. 

This paper focuses on those circumstances where cleaning is technically possible but is not 

considered an appropriate treatment, because of the value given to the soils and creases. 

Ethical issues are considered with respect to the evidential value of soils and creases, and are 

illustrated by case examples. 

This paper does not analyse those circumstances where cleaning is not possible for 

technical reasons. Such circumstances include the presence of water-soluble or solvent-

soluble materials or very weak textiles too vulnerable for the mechanical action/suction 

involved in some cleaning techniques. Examples include: very degraded archaeological 

textiles;12 moire silks where wet cleaning can result in loss of both the 'watered' finish and 

technologically significant fold lines;3 glazed chintzes and linens with an embossed design; 

and textiles with water-soluble materials or components, such as gelatin sequins or weak 

regenerated protein fibres.4 
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Issues and ethics 

Reversibility 

Reversibility is a key criterion of conservation treatments. Although cleaning is an 

irreversible process, it is common practice because the benefits of cleaning are usually 

considered to outweigh any drawbacks. As stated by Flury-Lemberg 'cleaning is an 

important method of conservation, even if it often greatly alters the appearance of fabrics and 

as a treatment is, in this sense, irreversible'.5 Cleaning can be very effective in revealing textiles 

disfigured by soiling and creasing; it can enhance the long-term preservation of textiles by 

removing soiling that results in mechanical and/or chemical damage; and it may also be 

necessary to remove soiling which is hazardous to health, particularly in the case of textiles 

excavated from graves.6 

The ethos of minimal intervention appears to be replacing reversibility as a key criterion in 

conservation.7 This change is reflected in the growing importance of preventive 

conservation.8 Concern has been expressed by both paintings and textiles conservators that 

too many artefacts have been irreversibly altered by conservation treatments910 and that more 

caution should be shown before artefacts are subjected to treatment; Beltinger argues that 'the 

less done the better'.11 Moller argued that 'untouched objects have special value' and some 

soiled and/or creased textiles should be left untreated, as this will leave them for treatment 

and/or interpretation in the future.12 

Cases where cleaning is regretted because of loss of evidence have also been influential. 

Finch describes her regret at having cleaned two pairs of sailor's trousers, from which 

tar stains were removed.1314 The presence of the tar confirmed the naval context of the 

trousers and has a special significance in Britain where sailors were known as 'Jolly Tars', 

because of their association with tar. 

Issues and ethics 

Preserving the 'true nature' of artefacts 

The UKIC Guidance for Practice defines conservation as 'the means by which the true nature 

of an object is preserved'.15 There is no objective way of identifying 'true nature' and thus 

there is always an element of the subjective in conservation, in that some interpretation of 

'true nature' is inevitable. Such interpretation is of necessity context dependent and is 

influenced by the role determined for a particular textile artefact.1617 As Orlofsky and Trupin 

state, 'in textile conservation, there is no interpretatively neutral treatment'.18 This applies 
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equally to all cleaning treatments. The significance of folds, soiling, stains and creases, which 

could be removed in some cleaning treatments, needs to be evaluated before cleaning to 

determine whether they constitute part of the textile's 'true nature', which is to be 

preserved. 

A well known example of staining being interpreted as part of the history of an object is 

the blood on the coat in which Nelson was dressed when he was killed.19 The treatment of a 

heavily soiled World War I uniform in the collection of the Australian War Memorial 

illustrates the value that can be attributed to soiling.20 The mud-caked uniform was collected 

from a soldier returning from the Somme and the mud was considered historically 

significant. The mud was loose and cracked and it was therefore treated with a consolidant 

to prevent further loss, and to prevent transfer of loose mud particles onto other exhibits. 

Retaining soiling of evidential value despite its potentially damaging effect 

A problem arises when soiling is both damaging and of evidential value.21 Blood stains are a 

good example of such soiling: they may be of particular historical significance and yet their 

presence may result in fibre damage. Cleaning treatments may remove the stain and thereby 

enhance the long-term preservation of the textile. However, the cleaned (stainless) textile 

may be of less value as a historic document.22 In such cases, a decision has to be made about 

the relative importance of the artefact and the evidence/information 'contained' by the stain. 

Contextual research, materials investigation and documentation can facilitate decision 

making and the choice of appropriate compromises. 

A survey of object treatment decisions reveals that cleaning is sometimes not carried out, 

or is limited, because it might remove or alter soiling and/or creasing which is considered to 

have value as a primary source of historical, cultural and/ or technological evidence. For the 

sake of clarity the following case examples are divided into three groups: those where soiling 

or creasing are retained as (a) sources of evidence of wear, (b) sources of evidence of 

use/context, and (c) as sources of potential evidence. 

Case examples 

Soils and creases as evidence of use/wear 

Textiles have the potential to 'absorb' evidence of use by retaining patterns of wear, food, 

residues, soiling from work and body fluids, human and animal, as well as human and 

animal hairs and insect parasites.23 
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The presence of hairs and human lice on a strip of linen decorated with carnelian beads and 

dated to the Fourth Dynasty, enabled it to be identified as a regularly worn garment, 

probably a head band. 24 

    Soiling can have particular significance when present on protective clothing held in 

museum collections devoted to social history. For example, specialist curatorial advice was 

sought when a mud-soiled patten was brought for treatment. Swann describes the wearing of 

pattens as protective overshoes which raised the wearer's shoes above muddy paths and 

confirmed that the presence of the soiling provided valuable historical evidence about the 

footwear and its wearer.25 Consequently no cleaning was carried out on the patten.26 

A 1950's biker's jacket (i.e. a leather jacket worn by a teenage motor cyclist) was displayed 

in 'Putting on the Style', an exhibition on teenage fashion at York Castle Museum. The jacket 

was heavily soiled: the dirt and staining were part of its fashionable, 'macho' appeal. 

Removing these accretions would have 'sanitised' the jacket and distanced it from its 'street' 

roots, where the jacket served as a symbol of the wearer's rebelliousness. 

Soiling as evidence of context/use 

A very rare Fifth Dynasty (c. 2494-2345 BC) linen funerary dress, excavated at Deshasheh 

in Egypt by Flinders Petrie in 1897, underwent conservation in 1981. Tiny particles of 

soiling were detected on the garment and were carefully studied in order to identify them 

and to determine their significance. Some appeared to be of bitumen and resin, and it was 

considered they were likely to be traces of substances used by the Ancient Egyptians in 

burial rituals. 

Despite the 'potential continuing degrading effect of the soilings' the decision was made 

not to wash the dress, even though to do so may have improved the condition of the linen 

and allowed the conservator and curator to assess the possible technology of' natural 

pleating'.27 

Stauffer described other examples of archaeological textiles which provide invaluable 

information which can be easily lost by cleaning.28 For the same reasons, a tapestry woven, 

pre-Hispanic Andean tunic was not cleaned despite the presence of extensive creasing and 

soiling.29 It was thought the soiling could provide evidence not only of burial customs but 

also of the archaeological context, as the provenance of the tunic is unrecorded. 

Despite the rarity of working dress, or perhaps because of it, a decision was made not to 

wash three pairs of early nineteenth century breeches, which are part of a local history 

museum.30 The breeches were very worn, extensively patched and heavily soiled. The 
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distribution and colour of the soiling (which included wheat seeds and husks) was 

consistent with heavy agricultural use and the presence of urine and sweat was deduced. 

Such evidence of use added to the 'value' of the breeches as rare items of working dress. 

Similarly, urea was detected in the staining on the legs and seat of a pair of breeches from a 

young boy's suit of c. 1770-80, and led to the supposition that the wearer had been breeched 

prematurely.31 

Understanding the cut and construction of 18th century dresses has been facilitated by the 

evidence of creases, fold lines and stitch holes.32 Similarly, it was possible to trace the history of 

some 18th century brocade, which survives in the form of a chasuble but which bears the 

creases of its former 'life' as an 18th century sack back dress.33 

The detection and documentation of fragments of a peacock feather, caught in the folds 

of a very faded, soiled and severely crushed silk skirt, helped to confirm the date and 

attribution of the skirt and its matching bodice.34 The feather debris linked the dress to that 

depicted in a painting by A.R. Chewett. The picture depicts a young girl, wearing a striped 

dress and holding a peacock feather. 

Soils and creases as potential sources of information 

Some soiling preserved on historic textiles may have the potential to reveal medical, 

genetic, or technological information. Newly developed analytical techniques mean that 

even extremely small samples can now reveal quantitative, as well as qualitative, results. 

For example, 'genetic finger printing' and other forensic techniques could be used to 

reveal more about historic textiles. 

These possibilities were considered when the decision was made not to wet clean a veil 

worn by Joseph Merrick, more widely known as 'The Elephant Man'. Mr Merrick suffered 

from a disfiguring disease, which led him to wear a large, custom-made hat, fitted with an 

opaque veil to cover his face. The diagnosis of the disease is still debated and the soiling has 

been retained on the inside of the veil to enable it to be subjected to forensic tests, when 

resources and technology allow.35 

Similarly, a very rare linen doublet of c. 1600 has been left largely untreated despite its 

extensive soiling and creasing. The evidential value of the creasing and soiling has been 

assessed and shown to vary with the institutional context and role determined for the 

doublet.36 A similarly conservative, non-interventionist approach was adopted for a recently 

discovered wool garment found in a coal mine.37 The cut of the garment is very unusual and 

comparison was made with dress of 1350—1550; however, its function and dating are still a 
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matter of debate. Therefore the soils and creases have been left unaltered by wet cleaning so 

as not to impede future research and analysis. 

Conclusion 

The cleaning of historic textiles is an irreversible process, which is nevertheless justifiable 

in some circumstances. However, the benefits of cleaning need to be weighed against its 

drawbacks, including loss of evidence. The current and potential value of soils, stains and 

creases in some contexts should be assessed before cleaning is undertaken. The necessity of 

carefully examining and sampling textiles before treatment is evident, as is curatorial advice 

about a textile and its later accretions. The importance of documenting all evidence, 

whether from the object, its accretions or from other sources, is highlighted. 
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III. Time   

 

This section focuses on how meanings attributed to textiles and dress change 

over time. As the values attributed to objects vary or change over their life 

course, and these changes affect conservation decision-making, the biographical 

model put forward by Kopytoff (1986) was identified as providing a way of 

understanding and documenting an object’s changing social and physical 

dynamics (Eastop 2003). These publications pursue the idea that objects have a 

social life in order to examine what it is about an object that is considered of 

value at a particular time and therefore is to be conserved.  

 

The first publication shows that some textiles have ‘multiple and competing 

histories’ (7). A structuralist analysis of a published account of a fictional Iban 

cloth leads to an analysis of the various roles attributed to a painted banner and 

a fragmentary sixteenth century garment.  Decisions about conservation 

interventions are shown to privilege one view of the object over alternative views. 

This idea will be explored further in ‘Conservation practice as enacted ethics’ 

(Eastop, commissioned for 2010). 

 

The second paper in this section, William Burges’ mermaid chair, c.1870 (8), 

describes the attempt to preserve evidence of two stages in the life of the chair. 

The conservation strategy aimed to conserve the form and materials of Burges’ 

original design, as well as the form and materials arising from a significant 

change in design.  In this way the conservation aimed to preserve evidence of 

differing phases in the ‘life’ of the chair. This is one of the few examples in textile 

conservation of an explicit attempt to ensure that changes over time are 
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preserved and made available for public inspection. This paper is taken from the 

book on upholstery conservation which I co-edited with Kathryn Gill (Gill and 

Eastop 2001) for Butterworth-Heinemann’s Series on Conservation and 

Museology. 

 

The third publication, A sprang cap preserved on a dried human head (9), links 

changing values over time with categorisation, when the head and cap were 

viewed as one ‘object’. Unlike other conservation treatments of sprang caps, the 

cap was left in place on the head. The significance of this ‘object’ arose from 

recognising its rarity, as other caps had been removed for treatment. The term 

‘significance’ has become a technical term for the attribution of social value. The 

term is usually applied to sites and buildings, notably in the Burra Charter 

(Marquis-Kyle and Walker 1992; Pye 2001: 60-62; 106-110) but is now also 

used for moveable heritage, including museum collections of textiles and dress. 

‘Significance’ is understood as the outcome of the debate about the cultural and 

social value of the object. Rather than being a fixed truth, ‘significance’ is the 

result of complex processes of attribution changing over time.  
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IV. Categories   

 

This section looks at the categories used to describe and manipulate objects. 

Objects which do not fit easily into pre-existing categories provide opportunities 

for examining the contested processes of categorisation and attributing value to 

artefacts. The treatment of the sprang cap preserved on human head 

(publication 6) was influenced by how the ‘object’ was classified and valued. 

Such anomalous objects are good to think with. The following publications 

examine a series of such objects to see how their anomalous qualities generate 

competing meanings.  

 

The first publication, Context and meaning generation (10), uses the 

conservation of garments deliberately concealed within buildings to explore the 

concept of context, a term widely used in conservation but seldom defined or 

analysed. It considers the temporal, spatial and textual elements of context and 

the effects of each on the significance attributed to garments found concealed 

within buildings, and hence on their conservation. This paper was selected for 

presentation on the opening day of the biennial Congress of the International 

Institute of Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (IIC) held in Munich in 

2006. 

 

The second paper, The preservation and representation of Haddon’s string 

figures over a century (11), focuses on string figures ‘collected’ in 1888 by Alfred 

Cort Haddon in the Torres Strait islands which lie between Papua New Guinea 

and Australia. My analysis shows that these figures (cat’s cradles) exist in 

various forms, as things (strings on cards), as multiple representations in books, 

and in practice, the act of playing cat’s cradles. This case study is important for 

stressing the importance of preserving artefacts, but also their representations 
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and current practices. My paper highlights the interdependence of preserving the 

tangible and the intangible; this is also explored in relation to Ethiopian Orthodox 

Church vestments (Deisser and Eastop 2008). 

 

The third publication, Documentation as process and outcome (12), exploits the 

uncertainties created by attempting to document an anomalous object. These 

uncertainties were used to explore the process and outcome of object 

documentation. While much of the literature on documentation in conservation 

deals with technical matters, this paper focuses on the process of documentation 

as well as its outcome. A learning exercise is described which generates different 

physical and conceptual perspectives. These allow examination of previously 

taken-for-granted assumptions and highlight the grounds on which 

documentation decisions are made.  

 

The results of analysing anomalous objects can be generalised to a certain extent 

because all objects brought to the attention of conservators are anomalous in the 

sense that they have been taken out of their expected life course. This alters 

expectations with the resulting demand for change (remedial interventions) or 

postponement or modification of change (preventive conservation).  
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The preservation and representation of Haddon’s string figures 

 over a century 
 
 

Dinah Eastop 
 

 
Introduction 

 
String figures, which are better known in the U.K. as ‘cat’s cradles’, are loops of string 

manipulated to form three-dimensional patterns in sequence. This paper focuses on Haddon’s 

string figures, named after their collector, Alfred Cort Haddon (1855-1940), one of the 

founding fathers of British anthropology (Kuper 1983: 97). Haddon’s string figures exist in 

various forms, as artefacts, as drawings and written instructions, and in action. This multi-

mode feature is highlighted as a means of understanding the interdependence of artefact and 

representation, text and practice and between the preservation of tangible and intangible 

heritage for contemporary conservation practice. 

 The eight string figure artefacts are among the six hundred and fifty items collected by 

Haddon in the Torres Strait (Endnote 1) in 1888 and acquired by the British Museum in 1889. 

Haddon, who at the time was Professor of Zoology at the Royal College of Science, Dublin, 

had travelled to the Torres Strait, which lies between Papua New Guinea and northern 

Australia, to study the biology of the islands’ reef systems. He became fascinated by the 

Torres Strait Islanders' way of life and decided to collect artefacts and information about 

them, as well as zoological specimens. Haddon wrote an account of his ethnographic research 

in 1890. This attracted much interest and Haddon decided to mount a second expedition to the 

Torres Strait islands, changing his specialism from zoology to anthropology. 

 In 1895 Haddon was appointed Lecturer in Physical Anthropology at the University of 

Cambridge and organised the ‘Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to Torres Straits’ of 

1898, which is widely recognised as a seminal moment in the history of anthropology and 

social psychology (Herle and Rouse 1998). Haddon was appointed Lecturer in Ethnography 

in 1900 and a Fellow of Christ's College in 1901. He was Acting Curator of the Museum of 

Archaeology and Anthropology, University of Cambridge from 1920-22, and Honorary 

Keeper of the New Guinea and Borneo collections until his death in 1940. 
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Preservation: Haddon’s string figures as artefacts 

 

Haddon’s string figures in the British Museum are a set of eight strings, in various shapes, 

secured onto six sheets of card (Fig. 1). Each figure consists of a length of string, knotted to 

form a continuous loop, which is arranged so as to represent five animals (a dog, a water-

snake, a fish, a crayfish and an insect larva), two plants (a liana and a coco-palm) and a mouth 

or a laugh. Four cards hold one string figure each (crayfish, mouth or laugh, dog and water-

snake). The two remaining cards each hold a pair of figures. Thus, the coco-palm and the 

insect larva are secured to the same sheet of card; and, the fish and dog are together. Each of 

the eight figures appears to be made of the same type of string, which has a uniform spin and 

ply, suggesting it is machine- rather than hand-made; it also has the soft, short fibres 

characteristic of cotton. The string figures are quite small and easily fit the cards which 

measure 200mm x 300mm approximately. Each string figure is tied or sewn to the card by a 

fine cotton cord. 

 It appears as if each loop of string was used to form a cat's cradle and was then lifted 

from the maker's hands and sewn 'flattened' onto a sheet of card to preserve a two-

dimensional form of the originally three-dimensional 'string figure'. In Haddon’s introduction 

to the first popular book on string figures (Jayne 1906: xvi) he writes “In 1888 I transferred 

on to cardboard a few figures that were made for me by a native of the Western Islands [of the 

Torres Strait]; three of these have been published by Edge-Partington & Heape (1890, pl. 341: 

1-3), they are Gud, mouth, Umai, dog, and Ger, sea-snake." These would be artefacts 89+210, 

89+208 and 89+211 respectively. Haddon’s daughter Kathleen confirmed that her father "Dr. 

Haddon transferred to a card a completed figure called Gud, "Mouth",... which he obtained in 

Torres Straits in 1888; it is now in the British Museum" (K. Haddon 1911: 31). Thus the 

existence of the string figures in a fixed material form at the British Museum is a construction 

of their Victorian collector. The string specialist Martin Probert believes that these artefacts 

are the earliest surviving examples of string figures in a material form (Probert 2004: 140). 

 Haddon’s string figures at the British Museum have come to epitomise the Victorian 

fascination with collecting. "We should always bear Haddon's maxim in mind: nothing is too 

small to note, somebody may later make use of it - even string figures." (Sillitoe 1975/76: 24) 

These string figures demonstrate the transformation of biological science into the collecting 

and classifying of ethnological artefacts (Gell 1996: 32). Haddon’s collecting, which has been 

characterised as salvage ethnology, was driven by his pessimism about lost cultures (Kuper 
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1983: 39). "Our first and immediate duty is to save for science those data that are vanishing" 

(Haddon 1903: 222). 

 

Representation: Haddon’s string figures as diagrams and text 

 

On his return from the 1888 expedition Haddon grouped the six hundred and fifty items he 

had collected according to artefact type, and then documented the collection at the British 

Museum (Moore 1984: 10-12). The museum’s catalogue cards record that the eight string 

figures were presented to the British Museum by Professor A.C. Haddon on 1st November 

1889. Printed catalogue cards were prepared for the collection; details of acquisition as well 

as information about each artefact are hand written in ink by Haddon and are often 

accompanied by an ink sketch, with Haddon’s initials A.C.H. In the case of the string figures, 

each card records its local name(s) with an English translation, and features a small drawing 

of the figure; the name of Badu Island is noted alongside the figures of the water-snake and 

mouth/laugh, indicating the origin of the figure. Haddon’s drawings on these accession cards 

are the first stage in a series of graphic re-presentations and textual descriptions of the eight 

string figures, which reflect both academic and popular interest. Haddon published several of 

the figures in his account of the 1888 expedition (Haddon 1890); and, as noted above, Edge-

Partington and Heape also published three of the figures in the same year. 

 The string figures ‘collected’ during the second expedition of 1898 were not in the 

form of objects but in the form of texts and diagrams. Nine Torres Strait Island figures were 

recorded in A Method of Recording String Figures and Tricks co-authored by Rivers and 

Haddon (1902). This article appealed for the systematic recording of string figures, and 

proposed a method of documenting them (Fig. 2). "(A) sketch or a photograph of an object 

about which full particulars have been collected is of much greater scientific value than the 

possession of the object without the information." (Haddon 1903: 28). In seeking a way to 

record the making of the figures and tricks, it is interesting to note that they chose text rather 

than still or moving film. Although Jayne (1906) reproduces a photograph provided by 

Haddon showing the playing of cat's cradles in Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea, no 

equivalent photograph of the Torres Strait string figures has been found. The use of moving 

film in the 1898 expedition was restricted to recording dance (Griffiths 1996/1997). 
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Table 1 Documentation of the string figure artefacts before 1914 

 
 
BM Accession number Publication  
Local/English name   
   
[18]89+ 207 kairi/cray fish  
kaier, spiny lobster or cray fish   Haddon, 1890* 
kaiar (W), a crayfish    Haddon, 1912* 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
[18]89+ 208 oomai/dog  
umai, dog     Edge-Partington, 1890 
         dog      Haddon, 1912* 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
[18]89+ 209 gobai/ant lion [an insect larva] 
gobai (W), larva of the ant-lion    Haddon, 1890* 
gobai (W), larva of the ant-lion    Haddon, 1912*  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
[18]89+ 210 gud/mouth 

guil /laugh 
gud, mouth     Haddon, 1890* 
gud,  mouth     Edge-Partington, 1890 
gud, mouth     K. Haddon, 1911 
gud, (W+) mouth       Haddon, 1912*  
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 [18]89+ 211 gare/watersnake  
ger, watersnake      Haddon, 1890 * 
garé (ger)     Edge-Partington, 1890 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 [18]89+ 212 guat gual/liana [a vine-like plant] 
ngal ngal, liana or some other forest rope-like climber Haddon, 1890* 
ngal ngal (W+)i, a liana or other climber  Haddon, 1912* 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 [18]89+ 213 pearku/a kind of fish/ 
      wapil/any fish 
pearku, a kind of fish     Haddon, 1890*  
the pearku fish     Haddon, 1912* 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 [18]89+215 oorup/coco-palm 
urap,  coco-palm      Haddon, 1890* 
u., a palm tree     Jayne, 1906 
U., Murray Island, the coco-nut palm tree  K.Haddon, 1911  
u., Mer, Urab, Mabuiag, the coco-nut palm   Haddon, 1912 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
* no illustrations or instructions given 
+ W denotes the term used in the western islands of the Torres Strait 
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The recording method proposed in 1902 stimulated an immediate local response judging by 

two articles published in Man, the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, in the 

following year. The Rev. John Gray "adopted the nomenclature devised by Drs. Rivers and 

Haddon" to describe five Scottish string figures (1903: 117). Later that same year, Margaret 

Hingston reported on the "The Candles" string figure in Somerset, following their recording 

method. Haddon seems to have been proud of his achievements in promoting an interest in 

string figures. In 1912 he notes that he first drew attention to this pastime in 1890, and that he 

and Dr. Rivers devised a system of nomenclature for recording the movements. He records 

that "this paper [Rivers and Haddon 1902] gave a stimulus to the subject [of string figures]. 

Several investigators have adopted the useless plan of publishing drawings of the completed 

figures without any indication of how they are formed" (Haddon 1912: 320). String figures 

became the subject of serious academic study within both anthropology and folklore studies. 

The re-presentation of the Torres Island figures was continued by Kathleen Haddon in her 

popular account Cat's Cradles from Many Lands (1911) and by her father in the Reports of 

the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to Torres Straits, Volume IV Arts and Crafts 

(Haddon 1912). Table 1 summarises the pre-World War I published representations of the 

eight string figure patterns preserved as artefacts at the British Museum.  

 
 

Re-presentation: Haddon’s string figures in action 
 

String figures are performed. The loops of string, passed around fingers, wrists and sometimes 

the feet and mouth, are moved into various positions. At different stages, the string and body 

parts are understood to represent objects or actions. Hingston drew attention to the narrative, 

performative and transformative aspects of string figures. She explained how the sequence of 

hand movements transforms the string, so that the main objects of the story are represented 

following a narrative sequence (Hingston 1903: 147). The string figure representing head-

hunting is a Torres Island example of such a narrative sequence (Rivers and Haddon 1902: 

151). In this case, two loops are made to approach each other and to become entangled. One 

loop is said to represent a Murray Island man, and the other a Dauar Island man. When the 

loops become entangled the men are said to be fighting and eventually only one loop remains. 

When done carefully, this loop can be drawn to one hand along the two strings to represent 

“the Murray man carrying off the Dauar man's head" (Rivers and Haddon 1902: 151). Rivers 
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and Haddon report that the words ‘fight, fight, fight’ were spoken during the manipulation of 

this figure or a when playing the trick (1902: 147).  

Haddon promoted the playing of cat's cradles as a method of making contacts in the 

field. His daughter was certainly of this view: "I once arrived alone at a village up the Fly 

River in Papua where no white woman had been before, and as I did not know the language I 

wondered at first what to do. Then, remembering my string, I sat down...and began to make 

some cat's cradles. Immediately the natives crowded round delighted to see my new figures 

and eager to show me theirs." (K. Haddon 1976: 6) String figures have a long tradition in 

anthropological fieldwork and were referred to in the Notes and Queries for Anthropologists. 

These guidelines were developed to foster the collection of ethnographic data; they were 

introduced in 1874, and were revised periodically (Stocking 1992: 18). Even as late as 1952, 

there were four pages about methods of recording string figures as against eight for descent 

and territorial organisation combined (Sillitoe 1975/76:13). However, by the 1950s their 

academic status was relegated to something of a joke (Sillitoe 1975/76: 13). 

 The first popular book on string figures was published by Haddon’s friend, Caroline 

Furness Jayne in 1906 as String Figures and How to Make Them, with an introduction by 

Haddon. His daughter Kathleen shared her father’s interest in string figures and published 

Cat's Cradles from Many Lands in 1911. String figures continued to attract popular interest in 

the inter-war years. Kathleen Haddon’s short book String Games for Beginners (1934) 

provided instructions for 28 figures from around the world and aimed to awaken an interest in 

string figures, which "may be regarded as a pastime pure and simple", particularly suited to 

invalids and those travelling by train or by boat. They also provide "a valuable exercise for 

fingers, memory and imagination." (K. Haddon 1976 [1934]: 3) She stressed their value to 

folklore studies, "any folklorist knows that traditional games reflect not a little of the history 

and social habits of a people, and string figures, which do this in a rather unusual way, offer a 

novel approach to studies and interests of this sort" (ibid.). The needs of beginners dominate: 

the style of the general instructions is a simplified version of her father's text of 1912. 

 The continued popularity of string figures as a pastime is shown in the reprinting of 

Jayne’s 1906 book about string figures under the new title String Figures and How to Make 

Them by Dover in 1962, and of Kathleen Haddon’s 1934 book String Games for Beginners in 

1976 by John Adams Toys Ltd. More recent interest in string figures is reflected in the 

children’s books published by Klutz (e.g. Akers Johnson 1995), which are supplied with loops 

of colourful string. Another indicator of the continued interest is the International String 
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Figure Association, set up to “gather, preserve, and distribute string figure knowledge so that 

future generations will continue to enjoy this ancient pastime” (www.isfa.org) (Fig. 3). 

 The transient, performative quality of string figures is stressed by Probert. “Their only 

existence was as an object that could be quickly made, and as quickly dissolved.” (Probert 

2004: 154). Haddon did not record the construction methods for the eight string figure 

artefacts collected in 1888, but Probert has devised and published construction methods for 

them (Probert 2004). These reconstructions are based on his analysis of the eight artefacts at 

the British Museum and by reference to documented figures with which they may have shared 

constructional techniques (Probert 2004: 154). He argues that there are “good reasons for 

providing methods by which original figures can be reconstructed” (Probert 2004: 154), one 

being the recent interest in communities connecting with their past. “The provision of 

efficient construction methods allows these figures – which were never intended to be 

displayed for more than a brief instance, never devised to lie unravelled on an ethnographer’s 

card for more than 100 years – to be incorporated once again into a cultural activity, either 

within an educational programme or as performance art” (Probert 2004: 154).  

 The collecting and conservation of ‘ethnographic’ objects are increasingly linked to 

the conservation of ‘intangible heritage’, e.g. dance traditions and craft skills. One notable 

example of this movement is the 2004 General Assembly of the International  Council of 

Museums (ICOM), held in Seoul, Korea on ‘Museums and Intangible Heritage’ 

(www.icom.museum/general-conference2004). Another example is that the risk of ‘skills 

decay’ is considered as important as wood decay for the conservation of historic timber 

structures (Larsen and Marstein 2000). The importance of recording and preserving the 

performative attributes of artefacts is more widely recognised; the reconstruction of Haddon’s 

string figure artefacts supports such preservation (Probert 2004).  

 The performative capacity of string figures means that they have been valued in 

various ways: as a means and an outcome of fieldwork (Eastop 2007); as a relaxing or 

challenging pastime; as reconstructions used for promoting cultural identity. Collection care 

strategies now encompass the preservation of artefacts and associated records, and the 

provision of access to collections as a means of supporting current practice and skills. It is 

becoming more important for conservators and curators to recognise the differing values and 

utility attributed to objects and collections.  

 

 

 

http://www.isfa.org/
http://www.icom.museum/general-conference2004
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Conclusion 

 

Haddon’s string figures exist in three forms: as artefacts, as diagrams and text, and in 

performance. As artefacts they are a set of eight card-mounted strings preserved at the British 

Museum since 1889. As diagrams and text they have appeared in academic and popular 

publications for over one hundred years. In performance they are presented and preserved 

each time they are recreated, e.g. by schoolchildren and members of the International String 

Figure Association. The conservation of Haddon’s string figures has been achieved by caring 

for the eight artefacts at the British Museum, by the care of archives and books, by the 

provision of instructions for their construction, and by the practice of making string figures. 

This paper argues that current conservation practice should encompass not only the care of 

artefacts and documentary records (paper, film and digital files), but also the promotion of 

documentation and performance. Only by inter-relating artefact, text, representation and 

performance will the emergent properties of ‘intangible heritage’ be created. Haddon’s string 

figures provide a vivid model for understanding the interdependence of preserving tangible 

and intangible heritage.  

 

Note 

 
1The current term for this stretch of water, which Haddon referred to as the Torres Straits, is 

the Torres Strait; both spellings therefore appear in this text. 
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Figure 1 The 8 string figures at the British Museum, photographed 10.12 1997 
© Copyright of the Trustees of the British Museum 
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Figure 2 Page 152 of the 1902 article by Rivers and Haddon, showing the sea-snake 
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Figure 3 Dinah Eastop making a string figure 
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Dinah Eastop and Katriina Simila 

 

Documentation as process and outcome 
 

Introduction 

Objects are sources of knowledge and enjoyment. This paper focuses on a documentation 

exercise developed by the authorsi to show how views of objects vary and why it is important 

to recognise this variation. Documentation, which is an important part of conservation 

practice, can be viewed as both an outcome (the resulting documents/records) and a social 

process (the action of documenting).  

 

As a process, documentation involves:  

1. Making or selecting a system of classification.  

2. Classifying, i.e. placing the object in that system or in another system, or making it an 

exception.  

3. Making the record of the object. 

4. Ordering the record within other records, and retrieving it.  

 

The person doing the documentation (the documenter) has to choose (or adapt) general 

systems of classification and the particular categories into which the object fits. For example, 

a certain type of small cloth object has been excavated: some have been used as bags and 

some as hats. Thus, a similar object donated to a collection without any contextual 

information could be categorized either as a hat or a bag.  If it is categorized as a hat, the 

implicit classification system is one of clothing. If the same object is categorized as a bag, it 

may stay within the garment class as a costume accessory, or it may be placed within an 

alternative class such as storage or transport. The choice of classificatory system often 

becomes important when the record is stored (filed for retrieval), because the selected 

terminology will be crucial for facilitating or blocking processes of building and linking sets 

of data through cross-referencing. 



The documentation exercise   

This documentation exercise is in two parts. In the first part, each course participant is asked 

to document an object; in the second, the participants work as a group to analyse the resulting 

documentation. 

For the first part, the participants remain seated at their tables, which are arranged in a large 

oval or circle. This enables everyone to have a clear view of the middle of the room and of 

each other. During the exercise, the participants are asked to stay in their seats. Each 

participant is provided with a one-page documentation form. The form has space to write the 

name of the object, a large space in which to draw the object, a place for the documenter’s 

name and for the date of the recording. The object is placed in the middle of the room, so 

everyone can see it from a distance varying between 2 - 4 metres. Each participant is given 

approximately 15 - 20 minutes to fill in the form, by writing down the name he/she would 

give to the object, drawing the object, adding his/her name as documenter and the date of the 

exercise.  

In the second part of the exercise, the facilitator collects together all the completed 

documentation forms. They are then spread neatly in rows (in random order) on a large table, 

and the participants are invited to look at them. There is usually quite a lot of laughter with 

the participants commenting on the drawings. After this initial reaction and comment, the 

facilitator encourages discussion about the names given to the object and the various ways in 

which the object has been represented. The participants seem to enjoy this discussion, which 

takes place in an informal atmosphere, with everyone standing around the table looking at the 

forms. This generates further discussion about the process and outcome of documentation. 

 

What is it?  

One of the first questions asked in the group discussion is What is the object? This is not an 

easy question to answer because the object selected for the exercise is hard to identify. The 

fact that the facilitator may not be able to identify the object helps to arouse mutual curiosityii. 

For example, it is not clear which is the front or back of the object; perhaps it is upside down. 

Another question is Where does the object start and finish? Some of the drawings will include 

the cardboard tube; others will not record it. Is the cardboard tube part of the object or is it a 

mount? If it is a mount, is it of any significance? The difficulty in identifying the object 

results in many different names being recorded on the forms. The name given to the object 

depends on the observer’s own experience of things that look like it. Each person will try to 
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link the object with his/her own experience and will therefore try to fit it into his/her own 

system of classification. 

 

What’s your point of view? 

Asking the participants to document the object from their work stations/tables means they 

become more aware of the effects of their ‘points of view’ - both physically and 

metaphorically. The physical viewing point of each participant is fixed in the room and 

therefore in relation to the object. Each person can only document his/her own view of the 

object, i.e. what can be seen from where he/she is sitting. The effect of this physical ‘point of 

view’ stimulates discussion about the effects of other ‘points of view’. For example, an 

architect’s view of the object is likely to be different from that of a conservator or a curator. 

Each specialist is likely to be interested in different aspects of the object, and therefore to see 

and record different features as significant. Each person will also describe the object in 

different ways, again according to his/her experience and institutional perspective (Drysdale 

1999). This diversity of view (both physical viewpoint and professional perspective) is 

reflected in the different drawings and diagrams produced by the participants. Differences in 

colour perception and in the words used for colours are likely to be noted in the discussion 

too. 

 

Why are you documenting the object like that?  

The variety of ways in which the object is represented on the forms leads to discussion about 

the purpose of documentation. The quick pace of the exercise makes it obvious to everybody 

that none of the forms should be considered as a finalized, complete record, so the temptation 

to ‘find the winner’ is small. In spite of the unfinished nature of the documentation, it is 

obvious that each documenter has made specific choices. The advantages and limitations of 

the various approaches are discussed, in order to underline that documentation is always 

ultimately subjective, and that there is no one right way to document. Some participants will 

have noted the colours of the object; some will have recorded its various components; others 

will have recorded its size. During the group discussion, the facilitator asks which of the 

documentation forms would be most helpful for different situations, e.g. when planning the 

storage of the object (e.g. when finding a box of the right size) or when planning an integrated 

pest management strategy (e.g. identifying the keratin-containing components). Another 

question could be: Which drawing would you choose for an Interpol poster if the object were 
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stolen? Discussion of each situation is likely to result in a different choice of drawings. In this 

way the often unstated rationale behind documentation choices becomes clearer.  

Looking at the documentation created by the participants highlights the variety of 

representational styles. Some drawings will be naturalistic, life-like sketches of the object; 

others will be simplified diagrams, with features viewed as significant by the documenter 

clearly identified. Each professional group tends to have its own style or conventions of 

representation. There is also a strong focus on digital imaging techniques. This apparently 

simple drawing exercise offers the opportunity to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of 

different systems, and demonstrates that fundamental decisions have to be made whatever the 

system of making and storing the data. 

The differences in the location (the physical viewpoint) from which each documenter looks at 

the object during the exercise, can be seen to reflect similar diversity in professional positions 

and institutional settings. This diversity creates different kinds of distance or viewpoint from 

which an object is seen. Recognising this factor is very helpful for the interdisciplinary field 

of heritage conservation.   

 

Summary of experience and critical reflection  

The exercise works because it replicates the four-stage process of documentation in a way that 

clearly shows each stage of the process. We see that the facilitator determines Stage 1 

(making or selecting a system of classification) by deciding the format of the documentation 

form. Stage 2 (classifying) is seen in the names selected for the object, and by the later group 

discussion of naming, and of designating the front, back, top and bottom of the object. Stage 3 

(making the record) is the work of each participant. Stage 4 (ordering the record) has two 

stages.  There is the initial re-ordering when the documentation forms are laid out for group 

viewing and discussion. Later, once the exercise is over, each participant takes his/her form 

and adds it his/her own course files. The generic heading given to each course worksheet 

(including the documentation form) encourages participants to view the documentation form 

as a record within the larger set of course records. The inclusion of this account of the 

exercise in this CD is another stage in the documentation process. 

The documentation exercise should not be considered in isolation because it is linked to the 

broader theme of understanding and documenting the ‘life cycle’ of objects and their various 

uses in the past and present (Clavir 2002). The exercise was developed as part of a wider 

strategy to demonstrate how objects are categorised differently depending on their ‘life stage’ 
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and institutional setting, which often reflects broader social, political and economic contexts. 

‘Biographies’ of objects can be a useful way of thinking about and documenting changes in 

the materials, structure, condition and social significance of objects and collections (Eastop 

2003). Here it should be noted that classification systems have provenance and life cycles too. 

Drawing links many disciplines, and looking at all the documentation forms together 

promotes group discussion in a friendly way. The exercise is therefore good for fostering a 

relaxed and cooperative style of working in a culturally mixed group (where cultural diversity 

may reflect differences in profession, institution and perceived status, as well as ethnicity and 

nationality). This exercise seems to work well because it is perceived as non-threatening and 

fun, while provoking lively debate on important issues. It also provides a mechanism for those 

less confident in talking and speaking to demonstrate their observation and documentation 

skills; it may therefore be useful to do the documentation exercise during the first third of a 

course. The exercise is not expensive in time, money or facilities. 

This exercise encourages awareness of documenting and the outcomes of documentation. The 

lively discussion of the documentation (the forms filled in by the participants) demonstrates 

that ‘documenting’ is an actively contested, social process. In this exercise, participants are 

actively engaged in showing how views of objects change, depending on:  

• ways of seeing (including the physiology of perception);  

• the physical point of view (positioning);  

• the professional point of view;  

• how the aims of documentation are understood;  

• the system of classification (e.g. a system designed primarily to identify an object’s 

location in a museum, compared to one designed for condition assessment and 

monitoring);  

• and styles of representation (e.g. stylized diagrams versus life-like sketches).  

Recognising that there are different points of view is an important step in sharing 

conservation decisions. 

 

Three examples of the completed documentation forms are given below. 
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i The exercise was developed initially for the CollAsia 2010 programme. 
ii At the time of the exercise described here, neither author knew what the object was. 
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V. Language      

 

The role of language in the interaction of people and things is highlighted in the 

following group of publications. An unusual aspect of the material culture 

approach developed in this submission is the focus on language. Textile 

conservation decisions were found I this research to be contingent on language, 

on what people say and write, and how their views are expressed. Submission 

(10) showed how text contributed to making context. Analysis of the case 

studies confirms that conservation is a social and a technical practice mediated 

by language. 

 

The first publication in this section, Sound recording and text creation (13), 

introduces the oral history component of the Deliberately Concealed Garments 

Project. It demonstrates the importance of finders’ beliefs for the preservation of 

such material. Oral history is shown to have an important role in the 

conservation of both tangible and intangible cultural heritage. It makes the 

obvious point that what is said about an object is important in the creation of 

meaning about the object and it widens the available sources of information to 

include descriptions of practice, what is said in oral accounts and what is written 

in texts. The paper affirms the importance of community engagement for 

effective conservation (Pye and Sully 2007). 

 

Outside in (14) explores the practice of concealing garments within the structure 

of buildings in order to understand its role in shaping space, the theme of the 

special issue of Textile: The Journal of Cloth and Culture in which it appears. 

Metaphor is used to explain the presumed protective efficacy of concealing 
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garments within buildings. Many core metaphors are built around bodily 

experience, which reinforces the interconnectivity between persons, objects and 

language, as discussed in the introductory essay. 

 

The role of language in supporting the application of certain principles in 

conservation practice is the focus of The cultural dynamics of conservation 

principles in reported practice (15). This paper presents a material culture 

analysis of conservation principles, achieved via an analysis of the principles 

invoked when reporting three conservation interventions. This chapter 

demonstrates the power of language to uphold certain ideologies within 

conservation by making them appear self evident and thus taken-for-granted (as 

noted also by Drysdale 1996 and Viñas 2005: 92). The taken-for-granted 

assumptions about what an object should look like, the implicit aesthetic 

judgements, are often inherent within language. The ‘natural’, what is taken as 

self evident, is often implicit or hidden within what is said. 
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The Cultural Dynamics of Conservation 
Principles in Reported Practice 
 
Dinah Eastop 
 
Introduction 
 
This chapter provides a material culture analysis of conservation principles in practice by 

analysing how principles are invoked when reporting conservation practice. The underlying 

hypothesis is that conservation is a social process, and as a component of culture, it is open to 

different interpretations. A material culture approach integrates understanding of the material 

and social aspects of things, and facilitates an analysis of conservation as both a social and a 

technical practice, mediated by language. Material culture studies are concerned with why 

things matter to people, by seeking to understand the relationships between persons and things 

in the past and in the present.1 The focus on the social role of things leads to analysis of the 

materials, technology and circumstances of an object’s making (production), its use (or 

consumption) and its disposal. In this chapter, conservation interventions are analysed as 

dynamic social processes involving the interrelationships of people, things and language 

(Figure 14.1). 

 
 
Figure 14.1 Diagram representing the author’s view of ‘ material culture ’ as the interrelationship 
between persons, objects and language . 
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For the following analysis it is important to consider the range of meanings given to 

the term ‘principle’ and the way these meanings arise through the work of metaphor. The 

origin of the word principle is the Latin word principium, meaning first in time order, often 

emphasised as ‘first principles’.2  The three different but inter-related meanings of principle 

are origin, fundamental assumption, and rudiment (Figure 14.2). In the first, it means the 

original state, that from which something originates, a basic or fundamental source, or a 

primary element, force or law that produces or determines particular results. In the second, it 

means a fundamental truth, proposition or assumption forming a chain of reasoning. In this 

sense it forms a law or rule as a guide to action. Its third meaning is rudiment or the first part 

of study. Each of these meanings depends on a building-based metaphor, where the 

foundation (which has to be laid down first) provides the physical support for the rest of the 

structure. The work of metaphor allows for a transfer of meaning from the domain of building 

to the domain of principles. As fundamental assumptions, principles may be ‘taken for 

granted’ as the basis (foundation) of argument or action. Another important factor to note is 

that, in terms such as ‘high-principled’, the word principle often carries morally positive 

connotations. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 14.2 Diagram representing three different definitions of principle. 
 

 

Conservation is defined here as preservation, investigation and presentation 3, and 

may be viewed as part of production or consumption depending on the analyst’s views of the 

aims, results and context of the intervention. This analysis is based on The Object in Context: 

Crossing Conservation Boundaries, contributions to the 21st Congress of The International 
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Institute for Conservation and Restoration of Historic and Artistic Works (IIC), held in 

Munich in 2006. 4 This publication was chosen because it is international, and reflects a wide 

range of conservation specialisms; it has multiple contributions, which were selected and 

edited by senior members of the profession; it is a recent publication and so may be supposed 

to be topical; and it is widely available (in both hard copy and as a CD), so the papers are 

readily available for critique of the following analysis. It was presumed that the congress 

theme, how context affects conservation decisions, and ‘ crossing conservation boundaries, ’ 

would require recognition of professional boundaries and negotiation in the application of 

conservation principles. 

 
 
Case studies 

Three papers have been selected as the basis for this analysis. They reflect a variety of 

conservation specialisms and institutional roles while encompassing a range of material and 

object types: painted wood wall panelling; a fish trap made from plant materials; bronze and 

teak musical instruments. The following analysis focuses on the relations between people (in 

social organisations), objects (undergoing conservation interventions) and the language used 

to describe and explain the interventions. The importance of language in conservation has 

been highlighted by Laura Drysdale, who demonstrated how ‘taken for granted’ assumptions 

are expressed in the way conservation is reported.5 Her paper also provides a model for 

analysing contributions to an IIC Congress. In the following analysis, each of the selected 

accounts is summarised; the tacit and explicit principles are then identified and analysed by 

reference to the different meanings of the term ‘principle’.  

 

In The Berlin Aleppo Room: a view into a Syrian interior from the Ottoman Empire , 

J.M. Schwed 6 describes the importance, display and conservation treatments of painted wood 

wall panels and cornices removed from a house in Aleppo. The Berlin Aleppo Room is the 

name given to a rare set of panelling, made between 1600 – 1603 for a merchant’s T-shaped 

reception room in Aleppo, one of the most important and cosmopolitan cities of the Ottoman 

Empire, and now in northern Syria. The decorative scheme combines scenes from Christian 

iconography with court scenes and quotations from the Koran. The panelling was purchased 

in 1912 for the Museum f ü r Islamischer Kunst (Museum of Islamic Art) in Berlin, where it 

is one of the museum’s highlights. The paper describes changes in the way the panelling has 



been displayed since 1912. Initially, a few panels were exhibited as exemplars of Islamic art. 

In 1932, most of the panels were displayed lining the walls of a rectangular exhibition room; 

the aim remained ‘to present the panels as objects of art rather than to convey their relevance 

to an architectural context.’7 The panelling was damaged and dispersed during the Second 

World War. It underwent a major interventive conservation treatment in 1960, which allowed 

the panelling to be displayed in a T-shaped configuration (Figure 14.3). The treatment of  

1960 involved cleaning, removal of varnish, some restoration of the wood, fixing polychromy 

on the cornices, ‘neutral retouching’ and re-varnishing. 8  
 

 
 
Figure 14.3 The Berlin Aleppo Room (Inv. No. I 2862), as displayed after the 1960 
conservation. Photo credit: Georg Niedermeiser, Museum f ü r Islamischer Kunst, Berlin. 
 
 

In 2006, the panelling was undergoing further conservation treatment for a new 

display. Recent condition assessment revealed that the wood is generally sound, but the paint 

is vulnerable due to the variety of grounds and binding media, conditions of low relative 

humidity and the embrittling effect of the 1960 consolidation treatment. Current conservation 

measures include materials analysis and documentation; improving the environmental 

conditions of the display area, which requires temporary restrictions on visitor access into The 

Berlin Aleppo Room; and planning the dismantling, packing, transport and reassembly of the 

panelling for its new display. Parts that have never been exhibited before will be shown, and 

lintels will be moved to their original positions; a reconstruction of the room’s central 

fountain will be added to the display. The overriding aim is to help ‘ provide a better 

understanding of the room in its entirety ’ 9 and ‘ to experience the unique, genuine 

atmosphere of a comfortable oriental reception room’.10  
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There is no explicit mention of principles in Schwed’s account of The Berlin Aleppo 

Room , but four tacit principles become evident. The current intervention focuses on 

investigation and documentation, on preventive conservation, such as environmental control, 

and on minimal intervention. Interventive measures have been limited to paint consolidation: 

‘intensive retouching is not intended’.11 The fourth is the privileging of authenticity; it is 

presumed that an authentic experience is inherently desirable. The underlying principle is the 

primacy attributed to the room’s original state, as a merchant’s reception room, with concern 

shown for the effect that previous displays may have had on the viewers ’ perceptions of the 

room. The account, which starts with the historical importance and rarity of the panelling, 

stresses the conflicting demands of preventive conservation and of public access, in the sense 

of the museum’s visitors getting a sense of the original atmosphere of the room. The first 

definition of ‘principle’, that of original state, is not only the rationale for the conservation 

intervention, but it is also applied in the conservation process. The conservation intervention 

acts out the material basis of the metaphor underpinning the term principle when the 

presumed original form of the panelling is privileged. This presumption is used to critique 

previous presentations and to explain the current interventions. The metaphor of foundation is 

used to justify a conservation approach, which is then used to re-establish the panelling’s 

presumed original form, which is justified by the foundational metaphor of principle. Within 

this linguistic framework the current conservation of The Berlin Aleppo Room can be 

understood as enacting a series of interlocking metaphors, a process known as the ‘play of 

tropes’. 12 

 

The conservation treatment and the rationale given for the intervention presume and 

enact the foundational metaphor of the first definition of principle, that of original state. In the 

current re-presentation, priority is given to presenting the panels and cornices in a form that 

will resemble as closely as possible their presumed original appearance. The account takes it 

for granted that returning the room to how it may have looked originally is the right thing to 

do. In this sense the argument for presenting the room in its original state manifests the 

second meaning of ‘principle’, where a fundamental proposition or assumption (or what is 

presented here as a self-evident truth of the primacy of the room’s original form) informs the 

chain of reasoning for the current interventions. Thus the meaning of principle implied in the 



description of the conservation of The Berlin Aleppo Room is built by merging two different 

meanings of principle: original state and fundamental assumption. 

 

In Gamelan: can a conservation-conceived protocol protect it spiritually and 

physically in a museum? H. Jones-Amin, H. Tan and A. Tee introduce a set of written 

guidelines for playing the gamelan in a museum 13 (Figure 14.4). They describe the materials 

and production of gamelan orchestras, which are fundamental to Javanese performing arts. 

Gamalan are attributed a divine origin and sacred power; they are highly revered and given 

individual names. In 2000, the Asian Civilisation Museum (ACM) in Singapore acquired a 

gamelan, which was made in circa 1960 and bears the name Ngambar Arum, for the ACM’s 

Southeast Asian Performing Arts Gallery. The museum selected twenty-one pieces of the 

orchestra (made of teak and bronze, decorated with painting and gilding) for permanent 

display and for performance. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 14.4 The gamelan ( Ngambar Arum ) as displayed and played in the Southeast Asian 
Performing Arts Gallery, Asian Civilisation Museum (ACM), Singapore. Photo reproduced 
with permission from Heidi Tan, Asian Civilisation Museum, Singapore. 
 
 

Jones -Amin et al. discuss conservation issues arising from playing gamelan, such as 

the need for periodic re-tuning. Tuning is an irreversible process involving filing, hammering 

and the addition of mud, wax or other materials. ‘The ethical implications of this interventive 

approach to tuning are measured against the traditional methods of gamelan maintenance and 

its contextual use as a musical instrument’.14  The capacity to play the gamelan was viewed 
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as more important than retaining it in its ‘as acquired’ state. Mechanisms were sought to 

acknowledge the physical properties, spiritual attributes and music-making capacity of the 

museum’s gamelan, while also respecting its current context in a museum. For example, the 

pieces on permanent exhibition are displayed on a low platform to evoke the sacred space of 

gamelan performance, and an audio-visual display shows the gamelan being played. When 

interviewing gamelan makers and musicians, it was established that the spirit of the gamelan 

would be unaffected by the museum context, provided that the gamelan was accorded respect. 

A written protocol (which is outlined in the paper) for the care and use of the gamelan was 

developed as part of the museum’s conservation strategy; this includes guidelines on 

respectful behaviour, and the use of incense and food offerings. 

 

There is no explicit reference to principles in the paper, but the protocol is one means 

of achieving a compromise between preserving ‘conceptual integrity’15 and material integrity 

while acknowledging the physical changes resulting from the practices of tuning and playing 

the gamelan, and demonstrating respect for it. The foundational metaphor of ‘underpinning’ is 

used to explain both the material and the spiritual integrity of gamelan: ‘The time spent 

learning gamelan and interviewing makers and players had a profound affect on the 

conservators’ understanding of the underpinning materials and spiritual beliefs’.16 The 

account starts by considering the effect on revered objects of changes in context and the 

development of the protocol to guide all users of the gamelan. 

 

In Conservation of a M a– ori eel trap: practical and ethical issues, C. Smith and  

H. Winkelbauer describe the treatment of a large net trap, discovered in 1869 by a land 

surveyor, and acquired by Otago Museum, Dunedin, New Zealand in circa 1919.17  The trap 

has a knotted mesh made from a local plant material, and was on display between 1982 and 

2002. It became very fragile, brittle and distorted; loss of the plant material resulted in voids 

in the mesh (Figure 14.5). The initial conservation recommendation was to place the eel trap 

in long-term storage, as a form of passive conservation, because the conservator believed that 

an interventive treatment would put the fragile mesh at risk. In addition, the ethos of minimal 

intervention made in-filling the voids seem undesirable. Finally, the museum did not have the 

necessary staff time and expertise for such work. 

 
 



 
 
Figure 14.5 A large eel trap found in Central Otago, New Zealand in 1869, before recent 
conservation interventions. Photo credit: Otago Museum, Dunedin, New Zealand. 
 
 

However, boxed storage was considered inappropriate for an object that is viewed as 

taonga, objects, places or activities to which M a– ori attribute qualities of power, fear and 

ancestral authority, and this led to a new conservation proposal. The museum’s Ma–ori 

Advisory Committee (MAC) stated a preference for ‘repair and display in a manner that 

recognised its cultural value [to representatives of the originator culture]’.18 This meant that 

the ‘damaged appearance of the eel net was clearly not fitting’.19 This led to the 

implementation of an interventive treatment. The net was surface-cleaned and humidified in 

order to make it flexible enough to re-align the misshapen mesh; tears and breaks in the mesh 

were closed and secured with Japanese paper and ‘ conservation grade ’ adhesive. In-fills, 

made by a Ma– ori weaver in the same knotting technique but in ‘conservation grade’ 

materials, were adhered to fill remaining voids in the mesh. As the remedial conservation 

work progressed, a funnel-shaped mount was constructed to support the net. Problems with 

gauging the size of the net meant that the mount was too big and one of the voids could not be 

closed before the exhibition. The eel trap was put on display despite the remaining void 

because it had ‘a sound, cared-for and valued appearance’. 20 
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The explicitly stated principles of passive [preventive] conservation and minimal 

intervention provided the basis for the initial conservation proposal. This proposal was not 

considered appropriate by representatives of the originator culture, whose principles of 

respect required the eel trap to be displayed and to have a sound and cared-for appearance, 

necessitating the in-filling of voids. The custom-made display mount fulfilled the preventive 

conservation needs of support, while the custom-made in-fills manifested the change from 

minimal intervention to restoration while respecting conservation principles. ‘The use of in-

fill material constructed from conservation-grade materials was deemed appropriate for two 

reasons: the long-term stability of the material, and easy identification of in-fill material as a 

non-indigenous repair’. 21 The choice of materials also accords with the principles of 

reversibility and re-treatability, and with the ‘6 ft:6 in rule’ by making the in-fills obvious on 

close inspection but not from a distance. 

 

The account of the eel trap’s treatment draws on the second meaning of ‘principle’: a 

proposition or assumption forming the chain of reasoning. The conservator’s initial 

assumption was that care of the eel trap was best demonstrated by storage and minimal 

intervention. The assumption informing the interventive treatment was the view of the Ma– 

ori iwi (tribal group) that appropriate care was demonstrated by displaying the trap with a 

valued appearance. Both interventions are based on a common principle of respecting an 

object’s integrity; the differences arise in the way that notions of integrity and respect are 

applied to objects (the eel trap in this case) and are understood by people representing the 

cultures of origin and of conservation. The account starts by identifying different views of 

object integrity and the need for community consultation. The code of ethics of the New 

Zealand Professional Conservators Group (NZPCG) ‘formally recognizes the primary role of 

Ma– ori in regards to taonga’ 22;  the Ma– ori Advisory Committee of the Otago Museum 

provides one mechanism for such community consultation. 

 
 
Material culture analysis 
 
The anthropologist Daniel Miller argues that ‘humans order things and are ordered by things’. 

23 This idea is elaborated by Ingold: ‘people not only bring order to things . . . they are also 

ordered by things, perceiving the world in accordance with the framework of meaning 
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embodied in their artefacts’. 24 The dialectic relations of ordering and re-ordering are shown 

in the case studies. 

 

The account of The Berlin Aleppo Room is based on a sequence of re-orderings. These 

include dismantling the panelling in Aleppo and exhibiting it in Berlin, and a display history 

which encompasses the 1930s display in a rectangular room, the 1960 reconstruction of the T-

shaped room and the current proposal to re-position the lintels. The conservation interventions 

have also involved re-ordering, for example in removing varnish. Thus curatorial and 

conservation decisions have helped to create The Berlin Aleppo Room and to present the 

panelling in various forms. The ordering of people by objects is also demonstrated. In a literal 

sense, visitors have been placed in different relations to the panelling over the years. The 

current environmental controls mean that visitor access is restricted, and the proposed re-

display will control the visitors’ viewing point. 

 

The Berlin Aleppo Room also has an ordering effect in the conceptual sense. Taken-

for-granted assumptions (which often work as un-stated principles of the second type) about 

wholeness (closeness to presumed original form) reinforce ideas about authenticity, and its 

association with wholeness. This principle is articulated in the stated goal of ‘helping to create 

a work of art that is understandable in its entirety. ’ 25 Certain conservation principles are 

reinforced by practice, and practice reinforces certain principles: in this case in attributing the 

object’s ‘true nature’ to its original form. The influential role of curators and conservators in 

presenting certain views of objects is shown by the contrasting images on the cover of 

Conservation in Context. It shows the Landsdowne Leda with and without additions, 

demonstrating changing views of authenticity and completeness, and the changing aesthetic of 

the fragmentary and the whole. 26 

 

The dialectics of physical and conceptual (re-)ordering are also evident in the account 

of the gamelan. Physical re-ordering included moving the gamelan to the museum in 

Singapore, dividing the set of instruments so that part is kept in store and part is on display, 

the renewal or substitution of materials, such as crystalline wax for mud, and the filing and 

hammering of re-tuning. Re-ordering of people is manifested in the protocol, with respect for 

the gamelan shown by not stepping over the instruments. The effect of the gamelan on 
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conceptual ordering is also shown by the respect accorded to the gamelan as an agent and by 

the fact that it was made an exception at the museum in being used for performances. This 

necessitated changes in preventive conservation measures, which usually focus on protecting 

physical integrity but were modified so that the gamelan can function as revered musical 

instruments. One modification was allowing offerings of incense and food to be brought into 

the museum. This led to rethinking of the principles of minimal intervention and of preventive 

conservation to encompass the conceptual integrity of the gamelan as an active, respected, 

named agent, and as part of an active performing arts culture. The gamelan case study also 

provides an example of the compromises required to meet the sometimes conflicting 

principles of preventive conservation and promoting public access to collections. One effect 

of the protocol, which was developed to reduce risk of damage to the musical instruments 

during performance, is to modify the social context of play itself. Players cannot bring their 

snacks with them, and the restricted space in the gallery draws attention to the players rather 

than to the gamelan. 

 

The conservation of the eel trap also involved re-ordering the object, for instance in 

the re-shaping of the mesh and the filling of the voids. The technical and ethical challenges 

posed by its conservation demonstrated the modified relations of custodianship arising from 

an institutional commitment to community consultation. It also led to changes in assumptions 

about the benefits of passive intervention in storage compared to interventive conservation for 

display. In this way the conservation of the eel trap led to changes in thinking about the 

appropriateness of minimal intervention and in ‘taken-for-granted’ concepts of wholeness. 

The paper demonstrates the expanding notion of an object’s integrity, from physical state and 

history to include spiritual and cultural values attributed by representatives of the originator 

community.27 The conservation of the eel trap is an instance where two value systems, or sets 

of principles, may be said to collide.28  The resulting ethical and technical challenges help to 

explain why recognising the rights of originator communities is an important feature of 

recently written or revised professional codes of conservation. 

 

Language (as in such professional codes) is one of the ways people order the world 

and are ordered by it. The bodily experience of self and of contact with things affects 

language development through metaphor. For example, the meaning of ‘hard to understand’ is 
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derived from what we experience as physically hard (say, bumping into something hard) 

through the meaning transfer of metaphor from the sensory to the conceptual domain.29 The 

metaphors that underlie the meanings of ‘principle’ have an effect on how conservation 

practice is understood and implemented. ‘Principle’ as the first or the base has the effect of 

privileging a [presumed] original state over other physical states, including alterations or 

additions, or social processes (such as mechanical functioning or ritual use). The building-

based metaphor of the word and of the concept ‘principle’ has the inherent effect of 

privileging the material over the social (i.e. the object over the person in Figure 14.1). 

 

This helps to explain why the principles governing the current proposal for conserving 

and presenting The Berlin Aleppo Room can be taken-for-granted. In contrast, the social 

demands and physical effects of musical performance necessitate articulation of principles 

because the treatment of the gamelan is seen as going against the normative principle of 

material integrity, based on a metaphor firmly rooted in the idea of material solidity (the 

foundations of a building). Explicit articulation of principles is required in the case of the eel 

trap’s conservation where respect for the object’s integrity led to two different conservation 

proposals – at opposite ends of the intervention spectrum. The physical integrity of the eel 

trap preferred by representatives of the originator community was a consequence of respect, 

rather than the reason for respect. The metaphorical underpinning of the English word 

‘respect’ depends on looking and looking again. The metaphorical base of the Ma– ori term 

translated as respect is likely to have different connotations. The assumption that the value of 

objects rests with their fixed, material forms reinforces the materials-based foundation of both 

the word and the concept of principle, producing a re-enforcing cycle. 

 

Another taken-for-granted assumption in the account of The Berlin Aleppo Room is 

that the reader will agree with the principle of revealing or re-presenting the room in its 

(presumed) original form. There is no need to present the case, because it is self-evident as the 

basis for the argument and the account of the actions (both current and planned). To be 

successful, all assumptions in an argument remain silent or ‘taken-for-granted’, i.e. they don’t 

invite questioning. As principles may be understood as taken-for-granted assumptions, there 

is an obvious tautology here. All successful assumptions are circular, tautological and sustain 

a self-justifying ideology. Most of the papers, for which the primacy of the original state is a 
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self-evident truth, draw on an art-historical paradigm in their accounts of conservation 

interventions. Those papers that demonstrate an understanding of objects where alterations, 

additions and maintenance (such as tuning the gamelan) are accepted as part of an object’s 

true nature (integrity) are more likely to be debated in the rationale for interventions; 

examples include Kruger Grossman 30;  Thompson and Elliott 31;  Thorn. 32. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The case studies provide vivid examples of conservation as material culture where the 

dialectic relations between the ordering of things, people and concepts is played out. They 

show how principles are invoked and deployed in two main ways: to govern action or guide 

practice, and as ideology when reporting actions viewed retrospectively. Principles are used 

and/or invoked differently in different cultures and political contexts; some are stated 

explicitly, while others remain implicit. This affirms the idea that principles are culturally 

constructed, and that principles constrain and help to manifest culture (as part of social 

process): 

 

■ Principles can be ‘taken-for-granted’ when they encompass dominant or uncontested 

ideology. 

■ Principles are debated when power is more contested or egalitarian. 

■ Naming principles allows the principles and practices to be questioned and tested by the 

evidence. 

■ Principles are invoked as a higher order than practice because they are considered more 

abstract. However, as shown above, relations between principles and practice are dialectic, 

resulting in a process of circular feedback. 

 

A material culture approach fosters recognition that the principles or ideology of conservation 

may be debated or taken-for-granted in a particular context with its own political realities. 

More specifically, it shows that social context is likely to influence which principles are 

invoked and how they are deployed. It also questions the apparent neutrality of conservation 

principles. The core argument is that the principles and the practice of conservation are 

cultural phenomena that are constrained historically and socially. 
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VI. Material culture       

 

Over the century and more that ‘material culture’ has been a category of study, 

the relative importance attributed to the material and the cultural aspects has 

varied. The most recent move has been the attention paid to ‘materiality’, 

characterised as “the thingness of things” (Miller 2001); see also Miller 2005; 

Henare et al. 2007) in order to refocus attention on the material aspects after a 

decade focusing on the cultural. The papers in sections II and III have shown the 

interconnections between the physical state of objects to be conserved and the 

meanings attributed to them at different times. The mediating role of language 

was suggested in the exploration of conservation practices in section V. The final 

section brings them together in showing how a material culture approach, as 

expounded in the introductory essay, has been applied textile in conservation.   

 

Material culture in action (16) argues that the conservation of garments 

deliberately concealed within buildings can be understood as material culture in 

action. The paper examines the dynamics of language, action and material 

change in the preservation of garment found concealed within buildings.  The 

actions of conservators and others can be understood as ‘putting into practice’ 

their understanding of the object and the significance they attribute to it. 

Participants ‘enact’ their beliefs; their actions demonstrate what their 

explanations account for.   

 

Conservation as Material Culture (17) explores the principles and practices of 

textile conservation using concepts of ‘material culture’. The chapter introduces 
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and analyses another group of anomalous ‘objects’: the animated toys in the 

Disney-Pixar film 

Toy Story 2. Here, in a popular media product, toys talk to each other and 

discuss their relationships with other toys and with the human and animal world. 

The film is shown to provide a dynamic demonstration of key ethical and 

practical challenges in conservation practice, notably the different roles 

attributed to objects and the effects this has on their conservation.  

 

The final paper presented here, Fit for a princess? (18), is a material culture 

analysis of the conservation of the dress worn by Grace Kelly at her cathedral 

wedding to Prince Rainier of Monaco in 1956. The paper describes in detail the 

materials and construction of the dress and how this was changed in order to 

preserve those aspects of the dress that were considered most culturally salient 

at the time of the reported conservation intervention. Use of this material culture 

approach opens up space for discussion and gives a framework for analysing the 

cultural and material dynamics of conservation decision-making processes.  

 

These submissions demonstrate my advocacy of a ‘material culture’ approach 

within the conservation sector. This approach is intended as a conceptual tool, a 

‘model for’ use by the users rather than as a ‘model of’ textile conservation. It 

provides a framework by which textile conservators can understand their own 

actions rather than an actual description of textile conservation. This approach is 

intended as a tool for expanding understanding of the dynamic interaction 

between the material and the social in conservation.  
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Fit for a princess? Material culture and the conservation of Grace Kelly’s 

wedding dress  

 

Dinah Eastop and Bernice Morris 

 

This chapter sets out to demonstrate how a material culture approach can enhance 

understanding of conservation, using Grace Kelly’s wedding dress as a case study. 

Endnote 1. The wedding of the American actress Grace Kelly to Prince Rainier III of 

Monaco in the catholic cathedral of Monaco on Thursday 19 April 1956 was one of the 

international media events of the 1950s. Fig. 1 The bride was a famous Hollywood 

actress who starred in many popular films, including High Noon (1952), Rear Window 

(1954), To Catch a Thief (1955) and High Society (1956). She was a famous beauty 

whose influential dress style inspired the ‘Grace Kelly Look’. Endnote 2. It is hardly 

surprising that her engagement and wedding attracted extensive and long-lasting public 

interest. The wedding was filmed by the Metro-Goldwyn-Meyer (MGM) Studios and was 

watched on television by an estimated 30 million TV viewers.  

The wedding dress was a gift from MGM, the Hollywood Studios to which Grace Kelly was 

contracted at the time of her engagement. The dress was designed by MGM’s head 

costume designer, Helen Rose, who claimed that one of the ball gowns from High Society 

provided the starting point for the design. Grace Kelly wanted the dress to be traditional, 

with long sleeves and a high neckline. "Helen Rose's design for the dress and accessories 

is perfectly in keeping with the classic simplicity for which Grace Kelly was known, and 

which inspired the 'Grace Kelly Look'. (PMA press release, Jan 13, 2006).  

According to MGM, the making of the dress and accessories involved thirty-five of its 

craftspeople. According to Rose, Grace Kelly had greatly endeared herself to the studio’s 

wardrobe department and they all wanted the dress to be a masterpiece. The team 

worked for weeks under top-secret conditions before details and sketches of the dress 

were released by MGM two days before the cathedral ceremony. Within 24 hours fashion 

firms in New York were busy copying the dress. The day after the wedding, photographs 

of the royal bride made the front page of newspapers around the world. (Haugland 2006) 

In June 1956 her parents presented her wedding attire to the Philadelphia Museum of Art 

(PMA). The donation, arranged in advance of the wedding, acknowledged that many had 

hoped the ceremony would take place, not in Monaco, but in the Kelly family’s ‘home 

town’ of Philadelphia. The dress and accessories were immediately put on prominent and 

open display, surrounded by flowers, on a mannequin designed to look like Grace Kelly. 

Before installation the mannequin proved to be too big and the dress had to be let out by 
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2 inches. (Haugland 2006) The opening event was like a surrogate wedding reception; 

museum visitors could perhaps imagine they were guests at the wedding.  

After one month the dressed mannequin was moved to the museum’s Fashion Wing, 

where it was displayed for the next two decades inside a museum case. The dress was 

removed from display in the 1970s while the galleries were renovated to install air-

conditioning. Concerns about its condition meant that the dress has never been returned 

to permanent display.  

During the 1980s and 1990s the dress featured in special exhibitions, both at PMA and in 

occasional loan exhibits, but otherwise remained at the PMA in environmentally-

controlled storage first on its mannequin, and then after 1995 in a custom-built archival 

cardboard box.  Major conservation was carried out in 1995, when the bodice received a 

new tulle lining and was returned to its original dimensions. Several conservation 

treatments have been undertaken since, in particular in preparation for the 2006 

anniversary exhibition in Philadelphia, Fit for a Princess: Grace Kelly’s Wedding Dress, 

Fig. 2 and for an exhibition to mark the 25th anniversary of her death, The Grace Kelly 

Years, at the Grimaldi Forum, Monaco in 2007, Fig 3. The latter treatment is outlined 

below.  

 

Material culture in textile conservation 

 

A material culture approach teases out the complexities of the material and social 

interactions of objects. Textile conservation decisions occur in social contexts, and 

understanding the decisions is facilitated by analysing them within their social and 

cultural contexts. While the physical environment and its effects on museum collections 

are well understood and extensively published, the effects of the social dynamics of 

conservation on practice remain poorly understood. This is despite some notable 

publications (e.g. Odegaard 2000; Clavir 2002; Sully 2006).  

 

Material culture studies integrate understanding of the material properties of objects with 

their social attributes and symbolic associations (Miller 1994). A material culture course 

was developed at the Textile Conservation Centre (TCC), University of Southampton, UK. 

Endnote 3. The course proved effective in integrating understanding of the social 

attributes and physical properties of museum collections (Lennard and Brooks 2008). The 

unit started with a ‘hands on’ exercise where participants discussed the names, 

connotations and uses of a group of artefacts. Handling was used to explore the objects’ 

material properties.  
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The course encouraged participants to recognise that ‘heritage conservation’ is one 

outcome of changes in physical, social and political environments: changes in the 

physical state of objects and the uses to which they are put. It also helped participants to 

recognise that conservation is part of a large, dynamic ‘cultural heritage’ sector (Pye and 

Sully 2007; Jones and Holden 2008). The material culture approach advocated here looks 

at the process of conservation by examining the interaction of people, objects and 

language (Eastop 2007). 

 

Case study  

The following account focuses on those parts of Grace Kelly’s wedding attire which were 

affected by the conservation interventions of 2007.  

 

Object record 

The wedding dress, pair of shoes, prayer book, and head piece and veil are preserved at 

PMA (Acc. No. 1956-51-1,2,3 and 4). The focus here is the dress, simply described as a 

tight-fitting, long-sleeved bodice, with a high neckline, made of rose-point lace, with a 

full, rib-weave silk (faille) skirt and lace train. The dress has four separate parts: bodice, 

skirt, cummerbund and train insert. The bodice and skirt are of complex construction 

(see diagrams in Haugland 2006: 72-76). The bodice, made by assembling motifs from 

an old piece of rose-point lace and re-embroidering them over silk gauze so that no 

seams were visible, is fitted with a strapless, boned under-bodice, a boned skirt support 

and a silk slip.  

 

 

The ‘bell-shape’ skirt, cut without folds at the front, is made with heavy pleats at the 

sides and back, and opens at the centre back for insertion of the lace train. The skirt 

lining is in two parts. Two petticoats were attached to the skirt at the waistband: a 

foundation petticoat and a petticoat of silk taffeta which served as a smoothing layer 

between the faille skirt and the foundation petticoat. The latter was made of non-woven 

interfacing with ruffles of nylon net attached. Fig. 4 Further shaping was provided by the 

skirt support (attached to the bodice), consisting of a 14-inch-long silk taffeta base with 

nylon net and lace ruffles and metal and synthetic boning. The two petticoats and the 

skirt support were designed to ensure that the dress achieved the desired silhouette.  

The headpiece is made of the same rose-point lace, decorated with wax orange 

blossoms, leaves fashioned from tiny pearls, and wired lace motifs. The oval veil is 

embellished with rose-point lace motifs accented with seed pearls. 
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Presenting problem and condition assessment      

Even before the dress was displayed in the temporary exhibition arranged at PMA in 

2006, its condition was of serious concern to the conservators at the PMA. The skirt 

linings had many splits, losses and abraded areas, and any handling caused further splits 

in the taffeta. The smoothing petticoat was in a similar condition. The non-woven 

interfacing that lined the foundation petticoat had begun to break down, and had lost 

much of its structural integrity, Fig. 5. The skirt support attached to the bodice had 

become limp and misshapen. In this condition, the petticoats and linings were not 

providing sufficient support to the skirt to create the original shape. In addition to these 

obvious structural issues, the faille of the skirt and the lace of the bodice had 

yellowed. These changes in the condition of the dress result from a combination of 

inherent and external factors, including its complex construction, the use of old materials 

for some components and exposure to light (Haugland 2006: 66). The dress was 

designed to be worn for a single event, and old rose-point lace was chosen for the 

bodice. 

Conservation strategy 

The appearance of the dress was considered to be of fundamental significance, both by 

the museum’s curatorial team and by the public.  The objective was to re-establish as far 

as possible the skirt’s much admired ‘bell-shape’ of 1956. Evidence was provided by the 

dress itself and by its many representations in sketches, photographs and film. It was 

clear that short-term measures, such as placing tissue paper and wadding between the 

layers of the skirt, would exacerbate condition problems. The public’s expectations as 

well as the curatorial desire was that the dress should look as close as possible to its 

1956 appearance. Some visitors to the exhibition in 2006 noted that the wedding dress, 

which was originally ivory-coloured, appeared yellowed. The mythic quality of the fairy-

tale wedding, the iconic status of the dress and the longevity of memories and images of 

the wedding appeared to have combined to make some visitors believe that the dress 

would be in good-as-new condition; they were therefore disappointed by the material 

changes of half a century.  

 

 

A group of curators and conservators was given the task of determining the conservation 

strategy. They recognised that the dress was never going to look precisely as it did on 

the wedding day but acknowledged the intense interest and emotions shown by public for 

the dress when assessing its conservation needs. As Grace Kelly’s wedding dress is by far 

the most well-known object in the PMA’s costume and textile collection of over 30,000 

items, it was expected that it would continue to be popular, and so conservation 
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interventions were required to be long-lasting. A ‘minimal intervention’ approach was 

considered inappropriate in this case as it was unlikely to be effective. An adhesive 

overlay treatment that would retain all original material in situ was initially proposed for 

the skirt linings and petticoats. However, questions about its long-term strength, and 

whether it would add unwelcome bulk to the skirt, meant this option was rejected. A 

‘replacement option’ was finally selected, involving undoing original seams in the skirt 

and removing and replacing the skirt linings and the smoothing petticoat, as well as 

supporting the foundation petticoat and the bodice’s skirt support.  

 

Conservation interventions of 2007 

The skirt was thoroughly documented before any elements were removed (PMA report 

2007). The white crêpeline loose support, part of a conservation intervention of 1995, 

was removed from the skirt, which was surface cleaned using low-powered vacuum 

suction and a soft brush. Documentation included diagrams of the linings’ positions at 

each pleat, and the type of stitching used. Colored threads were used to mark important 

points such as where the linings’ seams and edges met the faille.  

 

The skirt linings were removed in two steps. First, the bows at the centre back were 

removed to allow access to the linings; then the original stitching threads were snipped 

and removed which allowed the linings to be eased away. Tracings were taken of the 

linings, and creases, folds and stitch holes were carefully noted. These and information 

learned from making a muslin toile enabled exact replicas of the linings to be made. Silk 

taffeta was found that closely matched the color, sheen, and the presumed handle and 

weight of the original. The new linings were placed in the same positions as the old 

linings and stitched into place with polyester thread. Hand-stitching was used instead of 

the original machine-stitching. Where possible, the new stitching was worked through the 

original stitch holes in the faille.  

 

The removal and replacement of the smoothing petticoat was carried out in a similar 

way. Some stitching at the waistband needed to be released in order to remove the 

petticoat and position its replacement. This was well documented, and all removed 

material was retained.  

 

The foundation petticoat was degraded and unable to perform its original function of 

providing firm support to the skirt. It was therefore given a full support of thin, polyester, 

non-woven felt/paper-like interfacing. The inner seams of the original interfacing 

provided a strong area onto which the full support could be stitched; all stitching was 

carried out using silk thread. The seam allowances of the support were covered in silk 

ribbon to protect the delicate silk slip, against which the support brushes when the dress 
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is on display. With the thread markers, photographs and written documentation as 

guidelines, the skirt was reassembled.  

 

The skirt support attached to the bodice was itself supported with a new boned under-

structure, made with polyester satin and polyester boning to fit under the skirt support 

when it was slightly flared out. This under-structure was then stitched to the underside of 

the original skirt support at the strong, layered net seams. Slits in the silk slip were 

supported with patches of colour-matched silk and laid couching worked in fine silk 

thread. Loose areas of lace on the veil were re-stitched. Fig. 6 The conservator of the 

dress (Morris) ended the treatment report of 2007 by stating that she had never carried 

out such an interventive treatment before, nor has she since.  

 

Condition after the treatment of 2007 

The condition of the skirt was stabilised. Vast improvement was made both structurally 

and aesthetically: the replacement of the linings and the smoothing petticoat, and the full 

support of the foundation petticoat, enabled the distinctive ‘bell-shape’ of the skirt to be 

achieved. The dress was made safe for the short, loan exhibition in Monaco. Further 

travel and exhibition will have to be carefully considered as the lace bodice remains 

inherently weak.  

 

The dress is currently stored in the PMA’s new powder-coated steel, compacting storage 

facility. The components of the dress are laid on a large tray (103 x 60 in.) to limit 

creasing. Though admittance is limited, the tray can be pulled out to give a good overall 

view of the front of the dress with no handling required. Haugland’s 2006 book was 

written in part to provide details of the history and the construction of the dress, which 

reduces the need for handling. The original linings and smoothing petticoat have been 

preserved and are stored nearby for easy access; they will be given a full support of silk 

crêpeline secured with a solvent re-activated adhesive. 

 

 

Material culture and the dress  

 

This discussion attempts to tease out the interactions between the material and the 

social. Textile conservation is seen as a process happening over time rather than isolated 

events happening at fixed times. The approach encourages questions about the process, 

e.g. why has this particular object been selected for conservation, and why at this 

particular time? Why are these particular people involved? What are the cultural values 

and beliefs motivating which participants? Why have certain decisions and interventions 

been considered and not others? Some of these questions are considered below. 
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Where? 

Philadelphians are proud of Grace Kelly. A Hollywood star and daughter of a self-made 

Philadelphia millionaire, she made arrangements to donate the dress to the PMA well 

before the wedding and the donation was made shortly after it (Haugland 2006). By 

donating the dress to the distinguished art museum, the garment, albeit an exquisite 

wedding dress, was turned into a work of art. Viewed as a metonym of the wearer, the 

gift of the wedding dress also enabled part of Grace Kelly to remain behind in her home 

town. 

 

Why? 

The dress was conserved because of its great significance for the history of dress and 

fashion and because it is one of the most popular and beloved objects in the PMA 

collection (PMA press release 13 Jan, 2006). It is important as an icon linking the 

American dream of hard work with the social success of marriage, both romantic and 

dynastic. The symbolic progress of the dress connects the body of a popular daughter of 

Philadelphia to the fantasy of Hollywood fashion and film and the realities of a European 

royal family (Harris 1991 [1957]). The title of the book accompanying the 2006 

exhibition names this transformation: Grace Kelly. Icon of Style to Royal Bride (Haugland 

2006). Thus, the dress was conserved for its artistic qualities as well as its importance 

for social history. 

 

When? 

The wedding occurred at the height of the Cold War, April 1956. In July Russia 

suppressed the Hungarian uprising. The international distribution of the wedding, via 

MGM’s media network, TV and photojournalism, and of representations based on the 

wedding dress can be seen as successful promotions of the American dream. This was 

continued with each replay of the celluloid wedding, when the transformation from 

Hollywood star to European princess was renewed. Grace Kelly continued to be in the 

public eye and much admired during her 25 years as  Princess Grace of Monaco. In 1982 

she died after a car crash in the mountains of Monaco at the age of 52. Her early and 

tragic death reinforced the mythic power of the fairy-tale. Public interest in Princess 

Grace and her family continues.  

 

The exhibition in 2006 marked the 50th anniversary of the wedding. Despite the weak 

condition of the dress, public demand for an anniversary exhibition in Philadelphia 

overcame initial reluctance to exhibit it and the conservators found a way to make it safe 

and pleasing for this temporary display. The loan exhibition to Monaco in 2007, to mark 

the 25th anniversary of Grace Kelly’s death, led to the conservation intervention 

described above. 
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How? 

The museum professionals appointed to select a conservation intervention had to 

consider the relative importance of recapturing or reinstating the original ‘look’ of the 

dress versus preserving all its original materials in situ. Presenting the dress as close as 

possible to its ‘as new’ effect, the ‘fairy-tale’ come true, was more important than 

preserving the materials per se. Material changes were considered acceptable parts of 

the conservation strategy if they allowed the original appearance of the dress to be 

recaptured or reinstated which explains the replacements. What mattered about the 

linings and the petticoats was their ability to provide the skirt with the desired shape and 

smooth surface. If the ageing of the materials used for these understructures meant they 

no longer retained their original properties, the significance of their materials was less 

important than their original effect. What mattered was the shape and surface achieved 

by the original materials, not the materials themselves: what they did was considered 

more important than what they are.  

 

This led to replacement as an appropriate conservation intervention. It is now unusual for 

textile conservators to remove components and substitute them with non-original 

material. Such substitution is common practice in other conservation disciplines where 

functionality is paramount, e.g. in working clocks and vehicles.  

The interventive approach of 2007 needed justification because the professional ideology 

of conservation has moved from an interventive to a more preventive approach. A 

material culture view of conservation allows a usually uncontested professional ideology 

to be questioned and allows for different ideologies to be acknowledged and taken into 

account. In this intervention, conservation principles were applied to meet the material 

and social conditions prevailing in 2007 and those predicted to apply in the foreseeable 

future. Articulating these principles demonstrates how professional principles are socially 

determined (Eastop 2009).  

 

A material culture approach also gives space for analysing the language of conservation. 

Such analysis remains rare, despite a pioneering study by Drysdale (1999), possibly 

because language is taken for granted and so its importance goes unrecognised. In the 

above account the term ‘preserving’ has been used to denote the retention of original 

materials, while the terms ‘recapturing’ and ‘re-instating’ are used to refer to the 

interventions made so that the dress can be displayed looking as close as possible to its 

appearance in 1956. ‘Preserving’ is used to stress the retention of materials while ‘re-

capturing’ or ‘re-instating’ stress the capture or return of something that had been lost, 

in this case, the smooth, ‘bell-shape’ of the skirt. The term ‘restoring’ has been 

deliberately avoided because it now sometimes has negative connotations.  
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Brief consideration of the language of conservation not only draws attention to changes 

in ideology, but also highlights that it is hard to convey material properties in words. The 

materiality of the dress and its conservation, though readily experienced in practice, is 

presented and therefore understood in terms of text or images. The object record and 

the treatment report are attempts to convey the physical properties of the dress and the 

materials added during conservation, and the physical processes of conservation.  

 

A material culture approach allows for recognition of the multiple and competing 

viewpoints of the people involved (e.g. Eastop 2000). Increased awareness can foster 

greater discussion of options amongst a wider group of ‘stake-holders’ and consideration 

of a wider range of options. In the case of the conservation Grace Kelly’s wedding dress, 

a material culture approach helps to identify the social and environmental forces 

involved. The interventions of 2007 enabled the dress to meet the role attributed to it: to 

preserve, present and represent an icon of continuing regional, national and international 

appeal.  

 

 

Conclusion  

 

Conservation has tended to focus on technical questions related to material properties 

and environmental conditions, sometimes influenced by issues related to aesthetics and 

functionality.  There is less focus on the social environment, which is a fundamental but 

seldom recognised feature of conservation practice. When the social is considered, it is 

often viewed as secondary to the science of physical change. For the social to be taken 

as relevant as the technical, both the changing physical and social environments must be 

taken into account. Methods are needed which explore the interactions over time of the 

physical and the social. A material culture approach, which analyses the process of 

conservation by examining the interaction of people, objects and language, provides a 

means of recognising and exploring the interactivity between the material and the social.  

 

 

Endnotes 

1. Dinah Eastop was invited to explain the introduction of material culture theory in 

textile conservation. The editors encouraged collaboration with a co-author who had 

experienced such teaching at the Textile Conservation Centre. Bernice Morris completed 

the MA Textile Conservation at the TCC in 2005. She has investigated the specific social 

and material requirements for conserving Jewish ceremonial textiles. She proposed the 

conservation of Grace Kelly’s wedding dress as a case study.  
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2. Grace Kelly was born on 12 November 1929 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; she died 

aged 52 on 14 September 1982 in Monta Carlo, Monaco.  

3. The course (unit) ran from 1999-2009, with Dinah Eastop as the principal contributor, 

under the title ‘Meaning and Matter’ (1999-2005, convened by Mary Brooks) and later as 

‘Interpreting and Representing Objects’ (2005-2009, convened by Dinah Eastop). The 

course was shared by the TCC’s MA Textile Conservation and MA Museums and Galleries 

programmes. Key themes were: the social life of things (Appadurai 1986) and the 

cultural biography of objects (Kopytoff 1986; Gosden and Marshall 1999); conceptual 

boundaries of objects and subjects, e.g. in the museum care of human remains (Pye 

2001; Brooks and Rumsey 2006); roles attributed to objects in museums and galleries 

and the effect these have on preventive and remedial interventions (Eastop 1998, 2006); 

and, maintaining relationships and processes as well as preserving artefacts (Peers and 

Brown 2003).  
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Fig. 1.  Grace Kelly on her wedding day. (Haugland 2006, frontispiece; Copyright Sipa 

Press) 
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Fig. 2.  The wedding dress as displayed in 2006. (Haugland 2006 – p. 55) 

 

 

Fig. 3.  The wedding dress as displayed in Monaco in 2007. © Grimaldi Forum Monaco/ 

Guillaume Barclay, 2007. 
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Fig. 4. Detail of the centre back opening and understructures of the skirt, after 

conservation in 2007. 
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Fig 5. Details of the degraded condition of the foundation petticoat. 
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Fig. 6. Conservation in progress in 2006-2007: Morris stitching lace on the train insert. 

[Image credit: PMA photographer NAME] 
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